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 ABSTRACT 

Memory loss is a debilitating problem that not only effects a person in their every-

day life, but can attack that person’s sense of self.  A multitude of conditions, such as 

Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI), Epilepsy, and Alzheimer’s Disease, either can or will result 

in interference with a person’s ability to form new memories.  The development of a neural 

prosthetic that increases memory functions therefore offers a possible solution that can be 

used in all of these cases.   

The research that is contained in my thesis focuses on testing a stimulation 

technique to enhance memory retention for specific information, specifically visual and 

semantic information regarding the type (category) of images including animals, buildings, 

plants, tools, and/or vehicles.  By recording activity in the hippocampus – a brain area 

known to be involved in creating new memory – we were able to model the memory 

"codes" when patients viewed these images and create electrical stimulation patterns to 

mimic the brain activity in hippocampus.  These patterns were then applied in patients 

performing a memory task to determine if they would enhance memory for that 

information.   

Patients with epilepsy which required seizure monitoring through the use of 

electrodes implanted into the brain to localize seizure origin and spread were recruited at 

Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, USC Keck Memorial Hospital, and Rancho Los 

Amigos National Rehabilitation Center.  Participating patients agreed to have the 

electrodes necessary for their seizure monitoring supplemented with electrodes that 

included additional recording sites for our study.  The electrodes with additional recording 

sites were used in place of the regular electrodes implanted in the hippocampus.   
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The study utilized a computerized Delayed Match to Sample (DMS) Task, and a 

combined DMS and Delayed Recognition (DMS+DR) Task.  The tasks were presented on 

a computer, and patients responded by touching images on a touchscreen. DMS Tasks were 

used to gather the neural recordings used to generate the stimulation patterns, while the 

DMS+DR task was used to test the stimulation patterns.  A DMS task consisted of 100 to 

150 trials where a patient was shown a single image in the sample phase, retained that 

memory, then picked the same image in the match phase.  In the DMS+DR task, the DR 

portion would show both images from the DMS task and new images to the patients and 

have the patient rate how well they remembered the images.  These ratings were used to 

determine if a patient successfully remembered the sample images from the DMS trials.   

The first experiment tested the effect of stimulation using the category patterns 

created from a patient’s own memory codes.  This experiment posed two questions; does 

this stimulation method work to change memory performance, and if it does change 

memory performance how well do the stimulation patterns work to enhance memory.   

In nearly 20% of all stimulation tests, we found that memory performance had been 

changed due to stimulation.  The magnitude of change varied between patients; however, 

the majority of patients showed changes in performance due to stimulation.  This result 

suggests that stimulation with patterns designed to mimic specific human memory codes 

will alter memory performance.  While memory was clearly modified by stimulation, the 

results included both increased and decreased performance, suggesting that further 

development is required to allow better creation of codes specific to the memory 

information they are intended to enhance.  
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CHAPTER ONE:  INTRODUCTION 

THE CASE FOR A NEURAL PROSTHETIC TO ENHANCE MEMORY 

Memory impairment is one of the earliest and most distressing symptoms of 

Alzheimer’s disease and age-related dementia, as well as being one of the most common 

symptoms of Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) (Skaper, Facci, Zusso, & Giusti, 2017; Vakil, 

2005).  Estimates suggest that over 50 million people suffer from Alzheimer’s disease and 

age related disease worldwide and 5 million cases in the U.S. (CDC, 2018; Skaper et al., 

2017).  In the US over 6.5 million people are estimated to have received a TBI, with other 

industrialized countries having similar rates of TBI in their populations (Vakil, 2005).  

Other degenerative neural disorders, such as Huntington’s Disease, Parkinson’s Disease, 

and Epilepsy can lead to a loss of memory function.  There are no cures, and only a few 

treatments that slow the cognitive decline associated with Alzheimer's Disease, Parkinson's 

Disease, epilepsy, stroke, head injury, and other neurological disorders (CDC, 2018).  

While some disorders do involve loss or damage to hippocampal neurons, others may 

involve such loss or damage, or at least often exhibit alterations in neural circuits involving 

the hippocampus.  The hippocampus has known to have an important role in the encoding 

and retrieval of information since 1957 when memory impairment in ten patients who had 

been treated for seizures or psychosis with partial bilateral medial temporal lobe resections 

(Scoville & Milner, 1957).  The patient HM is the iconic example of the role of the 

hippocampus in episodic memory following his bilateral medial temporal lobe resection 

for medical refractory epilepsy after which he was unable to recall events.  The limited 

treatment options, along with the varied nature in how these conditions impair memory 

suggest that a neural prosthetic to enhance memory function, while note a cure for any of 
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the conditions, would be a valuable treatment that is potentially able to be used for all 

conditions.  The hippocampus and its demonstrated importance to memory along with it 

either being directly affected or most likely within the affected circuit, make it a good target 

for intervention via such a neural prosthetic.   

FIXED FREQUENCY STIMULATION APPROACH 

Deep Brain Stimulation Studies uses a fixed frequency stimulation on a single 

electrode per implantation location to modulate brain activity.  DBS research in both 

animals and humans suggest that Deep Brain Stimulation (DBS) techniques may restore 

memory function in adults with Alzheimer’s disease (Gondard et al., 2019; Kucewicz, 

Berry, Kremen, et al., 2018; Mankin & Fried, 2020; Mann et al., 2018).  The successful 

implementation of DBS as a treatment for essential tremor and tremor associated with 

Parkinson's Disease offers further hope that DBS may benefit those with Alzheimer’s 

Disease, and it has been suggested that it may be of use with other disorders as well(Aum 

& Tierney, 2018).  While the DBS stimulation itself utilizes a considerable range of 

frequencies and correlation to memory-related events it is still primarily dependent on 

location of the electrode for its effectiveness (Kucewicz, Berry, Miller, et al., 2018; Laxton 

& Lozano, 2013; Suthana & Fried, 2014).   

While DBS has shown effectiveness in enhancing memory with electrodes 

implanted both in and out of the hippocampus, the effectiveness was only in some 

conditions, or a mixed effect (Ezzyat et al., 2018; Jacobs et al., 2016; Suthana & Fried, 

2014; Tan, Fung, Koh, Chan, & Lim, 2020).  The increase in performance on the memory 

tasks is unclear whether it is due to memory itself having been facilitated, or if brain states, 
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such as attention, were being altered so that they were in a state more conducive to memory 

performance without affecting the memory performance directly.   

This style of stimulation is primarily dependent on location where stimulation is 

applied, therefore is not a stimulation type that would primarily would be suitable for a 

hippocampus based neural prosthetic, but in contrast would be suitable for a neural 

prosthetic that may or may not involve the hippocampus based on its needs to obtain the 

desired result of the prosthetic.  While a promising area of future research, the emphasis 

on location of stimulation as opposed to method of stimulation puts this research outside 

the scope of that investigated in this thesis.   

SPATIO-TEMPORAL PATTERN PATTERNED STIMULATION 

APPROACH 

In Hampson et al (2018) the use of a Multi-Input Multi-Output model (MIMO) to 

stimulate the hippocampus in human subjects with a spatio-temporal pattern designed to 

mimic natural firing in the CA1 portion of the hippocampus was demonstrated.  Depth 

electrodes with micro electrode recording sites were placed in the hippocampus and 

recordings were made from the CA3 and CA1 portions of the hippocampus during a 

Delayed Match to Sample (DMS) visuo-spatial task.  The portion of the neural recordings 

in a four second window centered on the response of the subject were used as the basis for 

the MIMO model.  For each subject a unique MIMO model was calculated to predict CA1 

output from CA3 input into the hippocampus.  This MIMO model would run continuously 

to create real time predictions of CA1 output.  The predicted CA1 output was a spatio-

temporal firing pattern as seen in Figure 1.1.   
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Figure 1-1: Nonlinear model of hippocampus. 

The top yellow box indicates the current portion of CA3 activity in the hippocampus 

that was captured by the recording sites on the depth electrodes and used for input to the 

MIMO model.  The bottom yellow box indicates the current predicted output of the CA1 

generated by the MIMO model. 
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Memory performance was facilitated 35% across subjects on short term (up to 75s) and 

long term (up to 75m) visual memory tasks through stimulation with the MIMO model 

generated spatio-temporal patterns (R.E. Hampson et al., 2018).  Stimulation with random 

activity that had the same amplitude and frequency of the spatio-temporal patterns resulted 

in a slight reduction in memory performance.  While not of a fixed frequency, the 

impairment of memory due to the random stimulation was in line with what was seen in 

Ezzyat et al. (2017).  These results combined indicated that stimulation of the hippocampus 

was not itself the cause of increase in memory performance, but that stimulation using the 

spatio-temporal patterns was required.   

The conclusion that the visuo-spatial pattern was required for memory facilitation 

was supported by previous research done by the lab which demonstrated memory 

facilitation in both rodents and non-human primates via stimulation with MIMO model 

generated visuo-spatial patterns.  NHPs were tested on a DMS task similar to that used to 

test human subjects in Hampson et al (2018) while rodents were tested on a Delayed Non 

Match to Sample (DNMS) lever press task (Deadwyler et al., 2013; Deadwyler et al., 2017; 

Hampson et al., 2012; Hampson et al., 2013).   

Visuo-spatial patterns generated by MIMO models for rodents, NHPs, and human 

subjects were predictions of “correct” CA1 activity based on the observed CA3 activity.  

Such an approach used in a neural prosthetic offers the possibility of general support of 

memory function without concern or regard for the memory content that is being supported 

at any given time.  A person’s memories vary both in importance, such as the name of a 

spouse or child, and in urgency, such as whether the stove is still on, or necessary 

medication has been taken.  While the MIMO model offers the possibility in the future to 
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replace or bypass damaged neural circuitry in the brain, it does not offer the ability for 

specific facilitation of memories.  If memory was able to be decoded such that neural codes 

could be derived for specific memory content, then the ability to enhance specific 

memories, not just general memory function, would be possible.  The discovery of place 

and grid cells showed that spatial data was encoded in the hippocampus and was possible 

to be decoded (Maguire, Frith, Burgess, Donnett, & O'Keefe, 1998; Moser, Kropff, & 

Moser, 2008).  Further research showed that movement speed and navigation goals were 

able to be decoded from the hippocampus (M. et al., 2017; Watrous, Miller, Qasim, Fried, 

& Jacobs, 2018).  While the focus in decoding activity in the hippocampus was in relation 

to space and movement the ability to decode any information indicated that it might be 

possible to decode other non-spatial information as well.   

The ability to decode memory features from the hippocampus was further supported 

by research done by Song et al. (2016) that was running concurrent with the development 

of the MIMO model reported on in Hampson et al (2018).  Using the MIMO model as a 

basis the Memory Decoding Model (MDM) was developed that would calculate a fixed 

visuo-spatial pattern using a two-step process, 1) calculate a common fixed pattern derived 

from the image trials in a category, and 2) eliminate pattern elements that were common 

with other categories.  Image sets were created for animal, building, plant, tool, and vehicle 

categories, along with an additional image set that consisted of images that did not fall into 

one of the five categories.  These image sets were used in the DMS task so that neural 

recordings were made that were used to derive fixed visuo-spatial patterns for the five 

categories via the MDM.  In this thesis the result of testing the “category codes” to 

determine whether stimulation with these fixed spatio-temporal patterns facilitated 
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memory in a manner similar to the real time patterns generated by the MIMO model is 

discussed.   

The use of fixed pattern stimulation for specific memory content offers both an 

alternative to the use of a MIMO model, as well as a compliment.  The type of spatio-

temporal stimulation that would be optimal for use in a neural prosthetic could be 

dependent on the memory impairment that a person is experiencing, as well as the situation 

that a person is in when aid from the prosthetic is required.  For general daily activity a 

MIMO model would most likely be the best option for stimulation as what a person 

experiences in a day, and the memories that would need to be supported via stimulation, 

would be highly variable.  In contrast, fixed pattern stimulation of specific memory content 

could be valuable as part of a rehabilitation session where codes for specific memory 

content could be selected for stimulation in concert with, and cued to coincide with, 

rehabilitation tasks.  Integration with “smart” devices may also allow for automatic 

toggling between stimulation methods to allow for use of both a MIMO model and fixed 

pattern stimulation either passively or actively controlled by the patient or their actions.  A 

picture frame may have a button that when pressed causes a prosthetic to switch from 

running a MIMO model, stimulate with the memory code associated with the name of the 

person in the picture, then switch back to using the MIMO model.  Increased methods of 

stimulation to enhance memory via a neural prosthetic only offer the ability for a device 

that is better able to be tailored to a person’s needs.   

TRANSFER OF VISUO-SPATIAL PATTERNS 

The main focus during development of both the MIMO and MDM models has been 

to create models for individual subjects, no matter the species being tested.  These 
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individual models typically were based off of a subject’s own neural recordings.  While it 

is logical to try to stimulate a subject’s neural activity with a model based on their own 

previously recorded neural activity this requires the record of previous neural activity to 

exist.  To record such activity, it is necessary to record from a subject while they are 

performing the task that generates the desired neural activity.  This offers two problems for 

practical use of a neural prosthetic, 1) it is possible that such neural recordings would not 

be known to be necessary until a neural prosthetic itself is necessary, especially in regards 

to sudden onset of need such as in the case of a TBI patient, and 2) that the task is able to 

be performed that would generate the neural activity required to build a model from, which 

depending on the reason a neural prosthetic is needed may not be possible. 

At current the neural recordings needed for model generation can be captured in a 

few hours of task performance.  While the time to capture the neural recordings is relatively 

short, the models generated from these recordings are intended to enhance memory 

performance on the visual task that the subjects are performing.  It is unclear, and a matter 

of future research, what would be required in both the length of neural recordings, as well 

as what tasks or activities must be performed during said recordings, to have the minimum 

data needed to generate MIMO and MDM models for enhancement of memory during 

daily life as opposed to a specific task.  It is possible that both multiple MDM models and 

MIMO models would be needed, such as a MIMO model to support memory during 

reading, and a different MIMO model for conversation.  If the recordings needed to 

generate models were time consuming to capture it could severely delay the usefulness of 

a neural prosthetic by either having the prosthetic unable to be of use until all models were 

generated, or by having to phase in models over time as they are generated.   
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Patients with memory impairment may be unable to perform tasks or to recall 

information from prior to the implantation of a neural prosthetic due to the cause of the 

memory impairment.  To obtain neural recordings for this information or tasks from the 

patient they would have to relearn the information or task before a recording of that 

information would be possible.  In such a scenario a neural prosthetic would be limited to 

countering memory impairment and would have limited to no use in a rehabilitative role.   

If MDM and MIMO models were able to be generated from neural recordings that 

were able to be donated by another subject, or a combination of subjects, then this opens 

up the possibility for a neural prosthetic to be of potential use immediately on implant as 

well as to be used in rehabilitation.  This would require the transfer of models from one 

subject to another, and would only be possible if neural codes were at least partially 

conserved across subjects.  In Deadwyler et al (2013) such a transfer of codes was 

performed between rodents.  A rodent trained in a task was paired with an untrained rodent, 

each in their own testing environment, and were run in a synchronized task.  A MIMO 

model generated from recordings of the trained mouse were used to generate stimulation 

patterns in real time that were used to stimulate the untrained rodent.  The untrained 

rodent’s performance on the task was facilitated and exceeded normal untrained 

performance.  This demonstration of the output of a MIMO model from a donor animal 

being used as a stimulation pattern in a recipient animal indicated that the ability to transfer 

stimulation patterns may be possible for human subjects as well, and was the inspiration 

for the Transfer Memory Decoding Model (MDMXFR) discussed in chapter 3. 
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EXPERIMENTAL SUBJECTS 

Subjects for the experiments in this thesis had to be recruited from patients that 

already required the implantation of depth electrodes in the hippocampus.  All subjects had 

medical refractory epilepsy and were undergoing "Phase II Intracranial Monitoring" one 

of the three sites participating in this research; Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Keck 

Hospital of USC, and Rancho Los Amigo National Rehabilitation Center.  All surgical 

procedures, post-operative monitoring, and neurocognitive testing were performed at one 

of these locations.  The implanted depth electrodes were used for seizure monitoring and 

localization of both seizure origin and spread.  Placement of the electrodes was determined 

by pre-surgical EEG recordings and only patients with depth electrodes in the hippocampus 

were eligible for recruitment into the studies.   

All procedures were reviewed and approved by each locations Institutional Review 

Board in accordance with the National Institutes of Health, and, as this research was funded 

by the DARPA RAM program, the Department of the Navy Human Research Protection 

Oversight.  Consent for these studies were obtained independently of consent for medical 

treatment and procedures.  All experiments were conducted under the same IRB approval 

therefore patients consented to participation in the research, and in the following chapters 

may be shown to have participated in more than one experiment.  Patient safety and medical 

needs were always the first priority of both clinical and research staff.  Ideally all patients 

would have participated in all experiments, but if there was any conflict or uncertainty of 

conflict with the needs of the patient experiments would not be run.  When such potential 

conflicts arose, it was typically a matter of timing as experiments had to typically be limited 

to two windows, one post electrode implantation, and one pre electrode explantation.   
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Subjects had a mix of history of both TBI and memory impairment.  Due to the 

limited patient population that could be drawn on for participation in the studies, neither 

history of TBI or memory impairment was used for exclusion criteria for possible 

participants.  Instead, the varied history of patients allowed for an analysis as to whether 

the ability to facilitate memory was affected by either of these conditions, and if affected 

if it was still a potential intervention for people with those conditions.   

DEFENSE ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS AGENCY (DARPA) 

RESTORING ACTIVE MEMORY (RAM) PROJECT 

DARPA is a part of the Department of Defense and serves as the primary research 

and development agency that supports development of potentially breakthrough 

technologies that have the potential to contribute to national security.  As part of this 

mission DARPA has an interest in the advancement of medical technology that can be used 

to address medical problems that are of a great concern to the military.  Traumatic Brain 

Injury has affected over 270,000 military members since 2000, making it an area of concern 

for the military(DARPA; Faul, Wald, & Coronado, 2006).  Development of new treatment 

methods for TBI is not just intended to be able to restore injured service members back to 

active duty, but is to increase the quality of life for veterans living with TBI.  The interest 

of the DARPA RAM program focused on the impairment of memory that is a common 

symptom of TBI, with the goal to develop new neurotechnologies that would be able to 

facilitate both the formation and recall of memory in those with TBI induced memory 

impairment.   

The stated goal of DARPA RAM was to “develop and test a wireless, fully 

implantable neural interface for human clinical use (DARPA), In furtherance of this goal 
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the DARPA RAM program has been one of the main funding sources into stimulation 

methods to counter memory impairment, and not only has helped fund the research 

performed in this thesis, but helped fund much of the other research in this area that is 

referenced.  While this focus excluded other conditions for which memory impairment is 

a symptom it does not preclude the use of any device that would be developed as an 

interventional strategy for these other conditions.  By seeking a device that can be used as 

an intervention in response to TBI induced memory impairment, as opposed to seeking 

either a preventative or curative intervention, the approach does not limit itself to use in 

only TBI.  Therefore, while intended to development treatment for service members and 

veterans this project also offers potential benefit to the general populace.   
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CHAPTER TWO:  DEVELOPING A HIPPOCAMPAL NEURAL 

PROSTHETIC TO FACILITATE HUMAN MEMORY ENCODING 

AND RECALL OF STIMULUS FEATURES AND CATEGORIES 

The following manuscript is submitted to the Journal of Neural Engineering.  This 

pre-review draft has been formatted to match the style of this dissertation. 
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patients and implanted electrode.  Neurologists Drs. Munger Clary, Popli, Heck, Nune, 

Gong and Shaw provided access to the patients and supplied medical care for the duration 

of the hospital Stay.  Dr. Sam A. Deadwyler (emeritus) provided advice on experimental 

design and analysis, he was also original Principal Investigator of the original DARPA-

funded project from which this research derived.  Dr. Robert E. Hampson provided 

research oversight and project guidance.  He contributed to all aspects of the project, 

include final edit approval for submitting the manuscript. 
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contract N66001-14-C-4016 and the Department of Neurosurgery at Wake Forest Baptist 

Medical Center.  All human subject work was approved by Institutional Review Board: 

IRB00023148 (WFBMC), HS-16-00068 (KHUSC), IRB#: 221 (RLANRH).  
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ABSTRACT 

Objective. Here we demonstrate the first successful system for improving specific 

memory content through patterned neural stimulation using models derived from a 

subject’s own hippocampal spatiotemporal neural codes for memory.  Previously we had 

demonstrated a closed loop stimulation model to enhance memory performance that was 

agnostic to specific memory content.   

Approach. We have constructed a new model of processes by which the 

hippocampus encodes specific memory items via spatiotemporal firing of neural ensembles 

that underlie the successful encoding of targeted content into short-term memory. A 

memory decoding model (MDM) of hippocampal CA3 and CA1 neural firing is computed 

that derives an activation pattern of CA1 and CA3 neurons during the encoding (sample) 

phase of a delayed match-to-sample (DMS) human short-term memory task.  

Main results. MDM electrical stimulation delivered to the CA1 and CA3 locations 

in the hippocampus during the sample phase of DMS trials facilitated memory during a 

delayed recognition (DR) task that utilized images from the DMS task, along with images 

that were not from the task. Across the subjects, the stimulated trials exhibited significant 

changes in performance in 22.4% of patient and category combinations, with Stim trials 

showing increases in performance at almost 2 to 1 relative to decreases in performance.  

Significance. These results demonstrate that memory encoding can be facilitated 

for specific memory content which offers an alternative and possibly complimentary 

stimulation method for a future implantable neural prosthetic to improve human memory. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Alzheimer's Disease (AD) and dementia is a major public health issue with over 50 

million patients and spending of nearly one trillion dollars per year worldwide.  In the U.S. 

there is an estimated 5 million cases of dementia in persons 65 years of age, or older, and 

the yearly costs exceed $250 billion. To date, there are no cures, and very few treatments 

that slow the cognitive decline associated with Alzheimer's Disease, Parkinson's Disease, 

epilepsy, stroke, head injury, and other neurological disorders (CDC, 2018).   

While memory impairment is one of the most distressing symptoms of Alzheimer’s 

disease and age-related dementia (Skaper et al., 2017) memories have different levels of 

importance, whether due to how they are valued by a person or urgency of the information 

contained within that memory.  The memory of a child’s name is going to be one of great 

personal value, while the memory of whether the stove was left on is one of greater 

urgency.  Content specific memory facilitation offers the future possibility of selective 

stimulation for memories that are especially important due to value or urgency.   

When looking to restore or enhance memory function two techniques have been 

shown to be effective: (1) fixed frequency stimulation designed to alter brain state 

(Kucewicz, Berry, Kremen, et al., 2018; Lin et al., 2017) emulate specific and (2) spatio-

temporal patterned designed to emulate ensemble activity associated with memory.  Fixed 

frequency stimulation is designed to emulate neural oscillator frequencies, and influence 

default-mode and task-mode neural networks into a state conducive to successful memory, 

and has been applied to entorhinal cortex(Mankin & Fried, 2020; Suthana et al., 2012), 

lateral inferotemporal cortex (Ezzyat et al., 2018; Jacobs et al., 2016), and fornix (Laxton 

et al., 2010) in humans.  Spatio-temporal stimulation of hippocampus has been developed 
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in animal models from rodent (Berger et al., 2011), to nonhuman primate (Hampson et al., 

2013), and recently to humans (R.E. Hampson et al., 2018). All of these approaches are 

independent of the content of memory since they focus on general brain-state aspects of 

memory function.  In this study we show the first demonstration of a stimulation technique 

to restore or enhance memory, as opposed to memory function, by identifying and 

manipulating neural codes for discrete memory items.   

This research team has previously demonstrated closed-loop stimulation capable of 

“writing” information “codes” which predicted proper hippocampal firing associated with 

correctly remembering information during a task (R.E. Hampson et al., 2018).  This 

previous method facilitated memory by serving as a general support for hippocampal 

activity associated with memory and did not rely on or address specific memory content.  

The network properties of the nonlinear function in this method suggested the possibility 

of the approach for this paper, where we derived static codes for specific memory content 

using a Memory Decoding Model (MDM), then stimulated with these codes to enhance 

memory performance.  The results reported here, show that fixed pattern multi-site 

spatiotemporal codes are able to modify memory performance in a content specific manner.  

This offers an alternate, and possibly complimentary, method of stimulation for use in a 

hippocampal prosthetic than that previously demonstrated.   

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Subjects 

Fourteen adult subjects were enrolled in the study (Table 2.I).  Subjects were 

selected from patients with medically-refractory focal epilepsy and were undergoing 

seizure monitoring and localization through the use of implanted intracranial depth 
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Table 2-I: Patient Demographics 

Patient Test Site Sex Age Implant Sites 

Seizure 

Focus  Memory Function 

Wake20 WFBMC F 31 Rt. Ant.+Post. Extratemporal Mild impairment 

Wake21 WFBMC F 26 Bilat. Ant. Extratemporal Moderate impairment 

Wake22 WFBMC M 48 Bilat. Ant. Rt. HPC Mild impairment 

Wake23 WFBMC F 51 Rt. Ant. R. Temporal Intact memory 

Wake24 WFBMC F 33 Lt. Ant. L. Temporal Intact memory 

Wake28 WFBMC F 55 Bilat. Ant. L. HPC Moderate impairment 

Wake29 WFBMC F 38 Lt. Ant. L. Temporal Intact memory 

Wake34 WFBMC F 40 Bilat. Ant. R. HPC Intact memory 

Wake37 WFBMC F 41 Bilat. Ant. L. HPC Mild impairment 

Keck07 KHUSC F 26 Bilat. Ant.+Post. L. HPC Intact memory 

Keck08 KHUSC M 26 Bilat. Ant. L. HPC Mild impairment 

Keck12 KHUSC M 28 Bilat. Ant.+Post. Bilat. Temp. Intact memory 

Keck15 KHUSC F 20 Bilat. Ant. bilateral HPC Mild impairment 

Rancho01 RLANRH M 35 Bilat. Ant.+Post. bilateral HPC Mild impairment 

Rancho07 RLANRH M 35 Bilat. Ant.+Post. L. Ant. HPC Intact memory 
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electrodes (R.E. Hampson et al., 2018).  Only subjects with depth electrodes in the 

hippocampus were selected for participation in this study.   

Subjects underwent all surgical procedures, post-operative monitoring, and 

neurocognitive testing at one of the three sites participating in this study; Wake Forest 

Baptist Medical Center, Keck Hospital of USC, and Rancho Los Amigo National 

Rehabilitation Center.  This study is part of the DARPA Restoring Active Memory (RAM) 

project.  All procedures were reviewed and approved by each locations Institutional 

Review Board in accordance with the National Institutes of Health. Subjects provided 

voluntary written informed consent   prior to participation in this study that was separate 

from their consent for surgery.  

Visual Delayed Match to Sample (DMS) Task with Categorizable Stimuli 

DMS sessions were performed with subjects seated in either the hospital bed or a 

chair with a touch screen facing them positioned for easy reach that displayed the DMS 

task window.  The DMS task window contained nine squares in a 3 by 3 grid where images 

were presented for subject interaction as show in in Figure 2-1.  The center square was only 

used to display a "trial start" ring that subjects touched to begin a trial. Once a trial was 

started, the ring disappeared and a sample image was displayed in one of the eight 

peripheral squares. Subjects were instructed to touch the sample image once they felt they 

were able to remember the image. When the sample image is touched the squares are 

cleared for a delay of three to five seconds. After the delay the match image (i.e. identical 

to the sample image) and three nonmatch images were displayed in the peripheral squares. 

Subjects were instructed to touch the match image once they recognized it. Touching any 

image in the match phase ended the trial and the images were cleared from the squares. If 
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the subject did respond within 20 seconds during either the sample or match phase, the trial 

was ended. Once a trial was completed or timed out, there was an intertrial interval of 5 

seconds before the trial start ring was displayed to start the next trial.  

DMS sessions were run using standardized scripts of 150 trials with the sample 

image, match image, nonmatch images, and trial order predefined. Sample images were 

drawn from five categories: animal, building, plant, tool, and vehicle. One nonmatch image 

was drawn from one of the other four categories; one image was drawn from a group of 

uncategorized images that do not fit the five categories. The remaining (third) nonmatch 

image was drawn from a category not previously represented or was uncategorized.  

Images were not repeated within a testing day.  For the first testing session of a given day, 

the first twenty trials contained five trials in which the nonmatch image was drawn from 

the same category as the match image to encourage the subject to attend to the image rather 

than the category.  During the task, event markers (e.g. trial start, sample response, match 

response) were output and combined with the continuous neural recording.   

Surgery 

Medical Necessity 

All subjects recruited for the study were selected from a population of patients 

undergoing "Phase II Intracranial Monitoring" for epilepsy diagnosis and treatment.  This 

procedure required implantation of intracranial depth electrodes for localization of seizure 

origin and spread.  Clinical considerations included epilepsy refractory to multiple anti-

epileptic drugs and/or other treatments, and noninvasive monitoring long term video-

electroencephalography (vEEG), pre-operative magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), 

magnetoencephalography (MEG) if available, and neuropsychological assessment.  Depth 
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Figure 2-1 Delayed Match to Sample (DMS) task. 

Delayed Match to Sample (DMS) task performed on a touch screen by subjects 

seated in either the hospital bed or a chair.  Trial is started by subject touching a focus 

ring which causes the sample image to be presented (SP).  After subject responds by 

touching the sample image there is a delay and then the match image is presented (MP).  

Subject touches one of the images in the match phase to end the trial.  During recording 

sessions, a 4 second window centered on SR is recorded and used for computation of 

Category-Specific code.  During stimulation sessions, a 4 second stimulation is started 

at SP.   
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electrode placement was determined by pre-surgical EEG seizure monitoring.   

 Subjects underwent all surgical procedures, post-operative monitoring, and 

neurocognitive testing at one of the three sites participating in this study; Wake Forest 

Baptist Medical Center, Keck Hospital of USC, and Rancho Los Amigo National 

Rehabilitation Center.  All procedures were reviewed and approved by each locations 

Institutional Review Board: IRB00023148 (WFBMC), HS-16-00068 (KHUSC), IRB#: 

221 (RLANRH), and in accordance with the National Institutes of Health and Department 

of the Navy Human Research Protection Oversight. Subjects provided voluntary written 

informed consent specifically for participation in this study, separate from their consent for 

surgery, medical and Phase II procedures.  

Electrode implantation and removal 

Implantation and removal of electrodes was performed in the same manner as 

reported in Hampson et al. (2018) (R.E. Hampson et al., 2018).  Epilepsy patients typically 

received 8-10 "Macro" style EEG probes, and 1-4 "Macro-Micro" style EEG/single neuron 

probes in a single surgical procedure. Epilepsy patients typically received 8-10 "Macro" 

style EEG probes, and 1-4 "Macro-Micro" style EEG/single neuron probes in a single 

surgical procedure. Due to changes in electrode availability probes were sourced from both 

Ad-Tech Medical Instrumentation Corporation (Racine, WI) and PMT Corporation 

(Chanhassen, MN) for this study.  Post-operative localization of electrode placements were 

verified by a combination of MRI (Figure 1) and electrophysiological activity consistent 

with putative hippocampal CA1 and CA3 principal cells [including nonlinear MIMO 

model (Song, Robinson, et al., 2016) and pairwise cross-correlations (Wicks et al., 2020).] 

Electrodes in all subjects were explanted after seizure localization was confirmed or at a 
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time designated by each subject's care team after a sufficient period of invasive monitoring 

had been performed. 

Hippocampal Neural Recording 

Neuronal recordings were performed in the same manner as described previously 

(R.E. Hampson et al., 2018).  Subjects had between two to four “macro-micro’ depth 

electrodes placed in the hippocampus.  Single neuron extracellular action potential 

waveforms were isolated and identified for online and offline sorting of single unit 

discharges. Continuous electrical digitized monitoring identified single unit action 

potential waveforms (bandpass filtered to 500-5,000 Hz, 30,000 samples/sec), and single 

unit spike events (i.e. timestamps, 200 µs resolution) during DMS task performance. 

Recorded data included both neural spike activity and task event markers (e.g. trial start, 

sample response, match response).   

Recording sessions were performed on the second day post-implantation to allow 

the subject to fully recover from the effects of anesthesia.  Each recording session consisted 

of DMS training for 150 trials since at least 100 successful trials were required for use in 

model generation.  Subjects were monitored during the recording session to ensure that 

they remained alert and responsive throughout the session.  Recordings and associated 

behavioral control scripts were sent to USC (Dr. Dong Song) for processing and model 

computation.   

Memory Decoding Model (MDM) 

The MDM is a content-specific derivation of the MIMO model reported previously 

(Song, Hampson, et al., 2016; Song, She, Deadwyler, & Berger, 2017).  The MIMO model 
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was a nonlinear input-output model that continuously predicted CA1 "output" from CA3 

"input," and did not rely or use information content of DMS images.  In contrast, the MDM 

correlated MIMO-based CA1 neural firing predictions with the trial image category (Geng 

et al., 2018; Sandler et al., 2018; Song, Hampson, et al., 2016; Yu, Bouteiller, Song, & 

Berger, 2018) and produced a sparse static stimulation pattern for each category.  The 

MDM model therefore allowed the creation of these static stimulation patterns outside of 

a stimulation session, while the MIMO model would be run during a session to generate 

trial specific stimulation patterns live.  Briefly, B-spline basis functions are used to extract 

memory features from spatio-temporal patterns of spikes (Song et al., 2014; Song et al., 

2013).  B-splines are piecewise polynomial functions with smooth transitions between 

adjacent pieces at a set of interior knot points, where the number of knots determines the 

number of B-splines.   

Images presented in the sample phase are labelled by normal human subjects with 

29 non-mutually exclusive categories and features (Song, Hampson, et al., 2016), to a 

target signal for the classification model and simplify it to a binary variable.  The 

classification model is thus based on logistic regression. For a given B-spline knot 

sequence in each 10-fold cross-validation/estimation trial, one set of are estimated and used 

to reconstruct the sparse classification function matrix (SCFM) which is used to calculate 

the conditional probability of the modeled label with a given input spatiotemporal pattern. 

The performance of each model is evaluated with the Matthews correlation 

coefficients (MCCs). MCC is robust to unbalanced data and can be calculated from the 

confusion matrix of true positives, true negatives, false positives, and false negatives. The 

MCC value varies between −1 and 1, with MCCs of 1, 0 and −1 represent perfect 
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prediction, no better than random prediction, and completely opposite prediction, 

respectively. The averaged SCFM across all temporal resolutions is thus calculated as the 

MCC-weighted summation of individual SCFMs, representing the spatio-temporal 

characteristics of the classification model estimated with all trials and resolutions.  

Only out-of-sample MCCs are utilized for the SCFMSs and only SCFMs are 

considered for the MDM. Full details of the model are provided by Song et al. (2014; 2013).  

Stimulation patterns were created for the five image categories used in the study; 

animal, building, plant, tool, and vehicle.  Neural activity in a four second window centered 

on the sample response for each trial was used to calculate the MDM model.  Stimulation 

patterns were generated using a two-step model: (1) calculation of a pattern that was 

derived from the recorded activity for all trials that were within a category, (2) elimination 

of elements of the pattern that were common across categories.  The MDM approach 

created fixed patterns corresponding to neural activity associated with and unique to each 

of the categories.  As the generated patterns were derived to be specific for the category 

content, they were sparse codes with a lower density firing pattern than patterns generated 

by the MIMO model.  Following computation of the MDM model (Figure 2-2) Matlab 

(Mathworks, Natick, MA) scripts containing the patterns were supplied to the appropriate 

clinical testing team for assessment on the same subject from whom the MDM was 

computed.   

Neuronal stimulation 

The MDM stimulation was supplied as Matlab array scripts compatible with 

custom Matlab program operating the Blackrock Cerestim R96 microstimulator.  The 

program delivered stimulation through the same CA1 microelectrode sites via which neural 
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Figure 2-2: Sample patterns for each of the categories derived using the MDM.   

Each “tick” marks a single stimulation pulse (1 ms duration, 150 µA constant 

current ~1 V, biphasic, 50 ms per phase).  Subsequent stimulation pulses for a given 

channel occurred no sooner than 50 ms (20 Hz). Note theta-frequency-like clusters 

(~4Hz) in some categories. 
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activity was recording on the first (recording) session.  A given category pattern was 

selected for a given trial under control of a trial-script that specified sample/match and 

nonmatch images for each DMS trial to ensure adequate distribution of trial types across a 

session.  Given that each MDM-derived stimulation pattern was fixed and not dependent 

on real-time computation of the MIMO model, it was not necessary to have the same 

neurons as on the recording day isolated on each channel.  Nevertheless, re-isolation of 

neuron to a close match of the prior session was performed to allow for live monitoring of 

neural and stimulation activity during a stimulation session.   

DMS stimulation session 

Memory testing using MDM model category-specific patterns consisted of a DMS 

session, during which stimulation was applied, and an associated Delayed Recognition 

(DR) session during which memory retention was tested. DMS stimulation sessions were 

nearly identical to DMS recording sessions, except for the spatio-temporal patterned 

electrical stimulation applied on select trials.  Stimulation commenced with the 

presentation of the sample image, for a duration of four seconds.  A maximum of 16 

independent (CA1) channels could be stimulated per subject, each stimulation pulse was 1 

ms duration, 150 µA constant current ~1 V, biphasic, 50 ms per phase.  Subsequent 

stimulation pulses for a given channel occurred no sooner than 50 ms (20 Hz).  During 

DMS sessions the average time sample image presentation and sample response by the 

subject was ~1.9 seconds, resulting in near simultaneity of stimulation with the memory 

encoding interval in Fig. 2-1.  

Trials within the stimulation session consisted of non-stimulated trials (NoStim), 

Match stimulated trials, and non-target stimulated trials (NonMatch). NoStim trials were 
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used as within subject controls. Match stimulated trials were trials where the pattern used 

to stimulate the subject was the same category as the sample image, for example an animal 

category stimulation was paired with presentation of an animal sample image. These trials 

were used to test the effectiveness of stimulation to enhance memory. NonMatch 

stimulated trials were trials where the pattern used to stimulate was from one of the four 

categories that did not match the category of the sample image, e.g., a building category 

stimulation paired with a plant sample image. These trials were used as a control to for 

non-specific properties effects of stimulation that did not depend on the image-specific 

information, e.g., the electrical or timing properties of the stimulus.   

Delayed Recognition (DR) memory testing  

DR sessions commenced 15 minutes after a DMS stimulation session to produce a 

range of memory retention from approximately 15 to 75 minutes. The order of trials in the 

DR session was shuffled randomly from the order in the DMS stimulation session to allow 

for the variations in that time span and to prevent memorization of sequences.  DR trials 

consisted of three images presented at a time (Figure 2-3, with the Sample/Match image, 

one Nonmatch image, and one Novel image from a given DMS trial. Subjects rated each 

image with respect to familiarity.  The Novel image did not appear in any DMS trial, and 

was not repeated in any of the test sessions on a given day.  Left-to-right order was also 

shuffled between trials to avoid presenting the Sample, Nonmatch and Novel images in 

consistent locations.  Subjects were instructed on the rating system at the start of the DR 

session.  The DR task window included short text next to each rating option to remind the 

subject of the verbal instructions.  Subjects were observed and assisted by testing staff 
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through the DR session to ensure that they did not difficulty understanding and applying 

the ratings.   

Each rating was subsequently converted to a numerical value for outcome scoring.  

The highest rating of familiarity ("Definitely saw in Task", Figure 2-3) was scored as 5, 

while the least familiarity ("Not sure, but looks familiar") was scored as 1.  If a subject did 

not rate an image, or specified that an image had no familiarity, the image was scored as 0.   

DR trial outcome was then determined by three conditions.  To be considered 

correct, the Sample image had to be scored 3, must be ranked greater than or equal to the 

Nonmatch image rank, and the Novel image for the same trial must have received the 

highest possible rank.  Any trial in which the Sample ranking was <3, was ranked less than 

the Nonmatch image, or on which the Novel image was ranked =5 was scored as an error 

trial.   
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Figure 2-3: Diagram of an individual-trial DR screen following DMS stimulation 

session.   

Images consist of the sample/match image, one Nonmatch image from the same 

trial, and one novel image not used in any prior testing.  The "familiarity" choices 

displayed with each image are converted to a numeric ranking (0=Don’t recognize, 5= 

Definitely saw) for scoring and analysis. 
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RESULTS 

DMS-DR Scoring 

The delay between the Sample and Match phase during a DMS task trial is of 

insufficient time to test memory using the clipart images that were used in this experiment.  

Performance on the DMS task was examined to determine whether individual trials needed 

to be excluded based on DMS performance.  Two trials across all subjects had timeouts 

that occurred and were excluded from the data.  The remaining DMS trials were separated 

into Match Stim, NonMatch Stim and NoStim trials for each subject.  The percent correct 

was calculated for each subject and stim type in the DMS task, and average performance 

for each stim type exceeded 97%.  A two tailed t-test was performed to compare Match 

Stim to NoStim and NonMatch Stim to NoStim performance and the difference was found 

to be not significant.  On this basis, no further DMS trials were excluded from DR analysis.   

For the DR analysis, a comparison of Match Stim trials to NoStim trials by subject, 

showed approximately one-half of subjects increased performance on stimulation trials 

while the remainder showed decreased performance (Figure 2-4).  Across all subjects there 

was a small increase in performance on Match Stim trials over NoStim trials. Using the 

overall performance, not segregated by category, may suggest that MDM stimulation was 

only effective on some subjects.  While comparison of Match Stim to NoStim shows a 

slight increase in DMS-DR performance it combines the performance of the five categories 

of MDM stim (animal, building, plant, tool, and vehicle) and does not take into account 

category differences within a subject.   

Sorting DMS-DR results by category (Figure 2-5) yields a finer distinction, with 

performance improvements in three categories (plant, tool, vehicle) in which Match Stim 
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Figure 2-4: Individual subject performance on stimulated and non stimulated trials. 

Left: Graph of DMS Performance for all trials, not weighted by category.  Right: 

Graph showing relative differences of subject performance between stimulated and non 

stimulated trials using non stimulated trials as a baseline.   
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performance exceeded NoStim performance.  In contrast, the animal category produced 

similar performance between Match Stim and NoStim, while the Match Stim for the 

building category was decreased relative to NoStim.  This differential result due to subject 

x category sorting suggests that effectiveness of MDM stim should be evaluated not just 

on a subject or category basis alone, but by examining the results for each category for 

each subject.   

Sorting DMS-DR results by subject and category (Figure 2-6) shows variation in 

and across both subjects and categories, reinforcing the need to consider two potential 

ramifications of MDM-based stimulation: (1) whether the MDM predicts effective 

stimulation patterns, and (2) whether the trial image within a category were sufficiently 

homogeneous to enable the MDM to extract a coherent category of information.  

Answering these two questions required an additional scoring of the DMS-DR performance 

to facilitate comparisons across subjects and categories. 
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Figure 2-5: DMS-DR category performance. 

Graph of category performance on stimulated and non stimulated trials. 

Performance for all trials is not weighted by subject.   
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χ2 Statistical Analysis 

The χ2 value was calculated for each combination of patient and category that had 

sufficient trials, and had a change in performance between the stim conditions being 

compared.  The expected value for stim trials were calculated independently for each 

patient and category combination, while the expected value for non stim trials was 

calculated based on the population data for non stim trials.  Figure 2-6 shows a heat map 

that indicates when the χ2 value was determined to reach a critical value for different levels 

of statistical significance.  Patient and category combinations where there was no 

difference between stim conditions are also indicated.   

Since DR trials randomize the order of image presentation with respect to DMS 

trials, it is possible for a subject to complete fewer DR trials than DMS trials, resulting in 

a low trial count for a given image category.  Wake20 (building and vehicle) and Rancho01 

(animal) categories are omitted from analyses for this reason and are blacked out in Figure 

2-6.   
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Figure 2-6: Heat maps of significant results. 

Significant results shown between Match Stim vs. NoStim (Top) and NonMatch 

Stim vs. NoStim (Bottom) per subject and category.  Significant results with a decrease 

in performance are indicated with yellow and orange, and increased performance with 

green.  White indicates no significant difference in performance.  Blue squares indicate 

identical performance.  Black squares indicate combinations with too few trials to 

compute. 
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Effectiveness of stimulation by subject and category 

MATCH STIM vs. NOSTIM 

Figure 2-6 reveals that overall performance for subjects (see "Overall" column) 

does not necessarily indicate how a given subject responded on individual categories.  For 

example, when comparing Match Stim to No Stim for Wake24 (Figure 2-6, top panel) it 

can be seen the subject had a significant decrease in the plant category, but when all trials 

were grouped together showed a significant overall increase in performance due to Match 

Stim.  Wake 20 and Wake 34 showed no significant results in individual categories, but 

showed an overall decrease in performance.  In contrast, Keck07, Keck08, Rancho01, and 

Wake21 showed overall results that correspond well to the significant results in individual 

categories.   

Comparison of MDM effects on Match Stim relative to NoStim, 9 of 67 subject x 

category combinations (cells in Figure 2-6, top) showed a statistically significant increase 

in performance, while 5 showed a statistically significant decrease in performance.  Thus, 

13.4% of the time MDM stimulation resulted in significantly facilitated performance 

relative to NoStim.  Moreover, when considering whether MDM stimulation affected 

DMS-DR performance in any direction, 20.9% of subject x category combinations showed 

significant effects of the MDM Match Stim.  

On a category-by-category basis across subjects the only significant changes due 

to stimulation were increases in performance.  The Animal and Plant categories showed 

significant results in a ratio of 2 to 1, increases to decreases.  Building and vehicle showed 

an even mix of significant increases and decreases.  Five subjects showed positive 

increases, with two of those having more than one increase.  Five subjects had decreases 
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in performance and in all cases only one category showed a decrease.  One of the subjects 

that had a decrease, Rancho01 had either an increase in performance or identical 

performance in all other categories that they had sufficient trials for.  Half of all subjects 

showed an overall significant change in performance due to stimulation.  These results 

suggest that MDM based stimulation can work as a stimulation method, but to have a 

greater amount and consistency of significant increases in performance may require 

improvement of MDM generated stimulation patterns/  Additionally, category performance 

may depend on electrode placement in target network pathways involved in process of 

stimuli from different categories.   

NONMATCH STIM vs. NOSTIM 

For NonMatch stim (Figure 2-6, bottom), 7 of 67 combinations showed a 

statistically significant increase in performance relative to NoStim, while 9 showed a 

statistically significant decrease.  It was expected that NonMatch stim, representing a 

mismatch between the MDM prediction and the composition of the category, should 

produce an overall decrease in DMS-DR performance.  Thus, it is unsurprising that more 

category combinations show a decrease (13.4%) than an increase (10.4%), and that the 

number of decreases are greater than that in Match Stim relative to NoStim.   

While the number of subjects with overall significant changes of performance 

remains the same as with Match Stim relative to NoStim, the proportion of those that are a 

decrease in performance is greater.  Additionally, the animal category shows an overall 

significant decrease in performance across all patients.  Along with the number of 

significant decreases being greater overall with NonMatch Stim, there were two subjects 

that had more than one category that showed a significant decrease in results.  Three out of 
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the 7 increases in performance were in Rancho01 who is of note as having the lowest 

performance of all patients across all stim types, with their NoStim performance being less 

than half of the next lowest NoStim performance.  This is nearly half of the significant 

increases in performance due to NonMatch stim, but Rancho01 had less than a quarter of 

the significant increases due to Match Stim.  This may suggest that stimulation patterns are 

more specific to categories than NonMatch stim initially suggest as Rancho01 may be more 

easily influence by stimulation due to their low baseline performance.   

This greater mix of negative to positive results reinforces that MDM based 

stimulation may improve performance, though this may be specific for patient and 

category.   

DISCUSSION 

Category-based, content-specific code stimulation significantly alters memory 

delayed recognition in 22.4% of instances, clearly indicating that MDM-based stimulation 

has a significant influence across subjects.  The mix between positive and negative 

influence is more indicative of the need for improvement in the composition of categories 

input to the MDM rather than a disqualification of the stimulation method.  The differential 

positive and negative effects suggest that MDM-derived predictions of CA1 ensemble 

firing are not necessarily specific to the intended information content of five image 

categories used here.  This is consistent with stimulation patterns being generated by the 

MDM model not for individual images, but for a collection of images grouped by category.   

Considered as a whole, neither Match Stim nor NonMatch Stim resulted in overall 

significant facilitation or diminishment of memory retention, respectively.  However, when 

analyzed subject x category, the mixed results show a much more nuanced effect of 
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stimulation, prompted the need for refinement of the model to reduce overlap between 

categories in the form of the DMS-DR images.  Given that these images are composed of 

natural content (flowers, grass, sky, etc) with the potential for brightly colored foreground 

and/or background objects, it is possible that much of this category overlap is due to color 

content of images. Nevertheless, the result that 22.4% of subject x category memory was 

influenced by the MDM-based stimulation reinforces the conclusion that stimulation of 

hippocampus with fixed spatio-temporal patterns intended to mimic ensemble 

representation of ensemble encoding of mnemonic information can alter human memory 

retention.   

In comparison with other demonstrations of memory-enhancing stimulation in 

humans, our previous report showed 34-37% improvement in memory overall as a result 

of stimulating hippocampal CA1 ensembles with a pattern derived from the continuous 

nonlinear MIMO model (R.E. Hampson et al., 2018).  At the same time, Ezzyat et al. 

(Ezzyat et al., 2017) showed only 12% improvement in free recall of word lists.  While up 

to 100% improvement was seen in some subjects when a closed-loop implementation was 

used, it should be noted that the quantity of remembered items was limited (approx. 12 

words per list) as was the duration of retention (up to 10 min.) (Ezzyat et al., 2018).  In 

contrast, Jacobs et al.(Jacobs et al., 2016) showed 20-50% impairment in memory with 

DBS-like fixed-frequency stimulation of hippocampus, and Merkow et al. (Merkow et al., 

2017) emphasized the role of stimulation to enhance forgetting, rather than memory 

retention.   

Nevertheless, the success of deep brain stimulation (DBS) techniques for other 

neurological conditions has led to suggestions that the DBS can be adapted for use with 
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dementia, or at least the memory deficits associated with neurological disorders(Suthana 

& Fried, 2014).  Again, such efforts have met with mixed success, with some reporting no 

effect when stimulating hippocampus directly (Jacobs et al., 2016; Tan et al., 2020), while 

others have shown that success depends on electrode placement, frequency and other 

stimulation parameters (Chang et al., 2019; Hanslmayr & Roux, 2017; Mankin & Fried, 

2020; Mohan et al., 2020).  In addition, theories are mixed regarding the mechanism by 

which DBS affects neuronal networks underlying memory are varied, and even 

contradictory(Tan et al., 2020)—ranging from enhancing brain states associated with 

successful memory function (Hanslmayr & Roux, 2017), to enhancing theta (Chang et al., 

2019) or gamma (Kucewicz, Berry, Kremen, et al., 2018) oscillations.  Studies which show 

that successful memory function is represented by brain states measurable in terms of theta 

(Lin et al., 2017) and beta-gamma (Kragel et al., 2017) frequencies and robust theta-gamma 

coupling (Jones, Johnson, & Berryhill, 2020; Radiske et al., 2020), strongly suggest that 

future research should also theta range DBS in the hippocampus as well as an examination 

of whether MIMO and MDM stimulation utilized here had similar effects on theta 

oscillations in hippocampus.   

Development of neural prosthetics to restore and facilitate memory can use 

different approaches.  The results of this study indicate that fixed pattern hippocampal 

stimulation is a viable approach for altering retention of specific information content in 

human subjects.  MDM stimulation altered memory in nearly a quarter of the subject x 

category instances, with a nearly 2 to 1 ratio in increase to decrease when Match Stim was 

used.  These results merely indicate that the category composition needs to be refined. 
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Future directions for this work will focus on three issues raised by the results of this 

study: (1) the need for further examination of the effectiveness of NonMatch Stim, (2) the 

influence of non-category specific image features that can be shared across categories and 

(3) the possibility that MDM stimulation codes derived from one (or more patients) can be 

applied successfully to another patient.  Thus we intend to examine neural firing for other 

categories, such as color or background features of the DMS-DR images, determine the 

influence of common features such as color, colors on the derived patterns for different 

categories, and test whether it is possible to "transfer" stimulation patterns between subjects 

(see (Deadwyler et al., 2013)).  An open question is also whether MDM stimulation is 

writing a memory code, or reinforcing codes that are already present.  Each of these 

questions will move the research forward to the point of developing a memory prosthetic 

operating on general features of memory encoding that are common across patients, yet 

specific enough to facilitate retention of specific memory content.   

CONCLUSION 

Epilepsy patients undergoing localization of clinically-relevant seizures through 

implanted intracranial electrodes, performed a memory task requiring them to utilize 

specific image-content information. A Memory Decoding Model was computed for each 

subject and used to generate spatio-temporal patterned stimulation correlated to image-

content categories.  Results show overall facilitation of memory and clear modification of 

memory retention based on the stimulation type (category) applied.   
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CHAPTER THREE:  SHARED MEMORY CODES FOR SPECIFIC 

INFORMATION CONTENT ACROSS SUBJECTS FACILITATE 

ENCODING AND RECALL OF STIMULUS FEATURES AND 

CATEGORIES 

The following manuscript is submitted to the Journal of Neural Engineering.  This 

pre-review draft has been formatted to match the style of this dissertation. 
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scripting and programming the stimulation model.  The neurosurgical team, Drs. Wicks, 

Witcher, Laton, Liu and Lee were responsible for the surgical preparation of the subject-

patients and implanted electrode.  Neurologists Drs. Munger Clary, Popli, Heck, Nune, 

Gong and Shaw provided access to the patients and supplied medical care for the duration 

of the hospital Stay.  Dr. Sam A. Deadwyler (emeritus) provided advice on experimental 

design and analysis, he was also original Principal Investigator of the original DARPA-

funded project from which this research derived.  Dr. Robert E. Hampson provided 

research oversight and project guidance.  He contributed to all aspects of the project, 

include final edit approval for submitting the manuscript. 
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ABSTRACT 

Objective. Here we demonstrate the first successful system for developing spatio-

temporal neural stimulation representing specific features or categorization of visual 

memory in which the model can be successfully applied "transferred" between subjects.   

Approach. We constructed hippocampal encoding models for specific memory 

items via spatiotemporal firing of neural ensembles that underlie the successful encoding 

of targeted content into short-term memory. The memory decoding model (MDM) of 

hippocampal neural firing predicted the activation CA1 and CA3 neurons during the 

encoding of specific categories of visual information.  MDM model(s) derived from one or 

more "donor" subjects were then "transferred" – i.e. applied to "recipient" subjects – to 

determine if common features of the MDM model(s) were shared across subjects.   

Main results. MDMXFR electrical stimulation delivered to the human hippocampal 

CA1 and CA3 during the sample phase of a delayed-match-to-sample, delayed recognition 

(DMS-DR) task altered memory in 15.8% of cases.  While able to modulated memory 

performance, the MDMXFR stimulation showed more variation in observed effect relative 

to nominal expected effect when compared to MDM stimulation.   

Significance. These results demonstrate the potential for memory facilitation not 

only by subject-specific stimulation models, but also by models derived from other 

subjects.  Such common or shared models would benefit development of a neural prosthetic 

for human memory which could provide immediate benefit until subject-specific 

programming can be developed for the device.   
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INTRODUCTION 

Memory impairment due to synaptic dysfunction or neuron loss is one of the earliest 

and most distressing symptoms of Alzheimer’s disease and age-related dementia (Skaper 

et al., 2017). The important role of human hippocampus in the encoding and retrieval of 

retained information has been known since Scoville and Milner in 1957 (Scoville & Milner, 

1957) described memory impairment in 10 patients who had undergone partial bilateral 

medial temporal lobe resections for seizures or psychosis. The classic situation of the 

patient HM revealed the critical importance of the hippocampus in episodic memory, 

evidenced by inability to recall events (i.e. anterograde amnesia) following bilateral medial 

temporal lobe resection for medical refractory epilepsy. The same investigators and others 

(Dickson & Vanderwolf, 1990; Zola-Morgan, Squire, & Amaral, 1986) further noted that 

patients without a large degree of bilateral resection of hippocampus did not display such 

significant memory deficits.  

These same structures are frequently implicated in the neural degeneration noted 

with Alzheimer's disease (AD) (Caselli, Beach, Yaari, & Reiman, 2006; Scheff & Price, 

2006), a major public health issue resulting in considerable cost in time, money and lives.  

Regretfully, while there are many proposed mechanisms (Dukart et al., 2013; Hyman, Van 

Hoesen, & Damasio, 1987; Mullard, 2021; Rosenberg, 2005; Sugaya, Alvarez, Marutle, 

Kwak, & Choumkina, 2006; Wessels et al., 2020), none of them have yet resulted in 

successful pharmaceutical treatment or therapy (Schneider, 2020; Tarawneh, 2020). There 

is hope that deep brain stimulation (DBS) may provide benefit for AD, given the successful 

implementation to treat essential tremor and tremor associated with Parkinson's Disease 

and suggested use for other disorders (Aum & Tierney, 2018).  Animal (Gondard et al., 
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2019; Mann et al., 2018) and human (Kucewicz, Berry, Kremen, et al., 2018; Laxton & 

Lozano, 2013; Mankin & Fried, 2020) studies have suggested that DBS techniques may 

slow the progression of Alzheimer's disease and restore memory function in adults with 

AD, but as with pharmaceutical therapy, those results are limited to a few conditions 

(Ezzyat et al., 2018; Kucewicz, Berry, Miller, et al., 2018) and of mixed effectiveness 

(Jacobs et al., 2016; Tan et al., 2020).  In addition, the DBS stimulation itself utilizes a 

considerable range of frequencies and correlation to memory-related events (Kucewicz, 

Berry, Kremen, et al., 2018; Laxton, Sankar, Lozano, & Hamani, 2012; Suthana & Fried, 

2014). 

In contrast, a report from this laboratory demonstrated successful facilitation of 

memory by stimulating hippocampus with a spatio-temporal pattern designed to mimic 

hippocampal CA3 and CA1 encoding of mnemonic information (R.E. Hampson et al., 

2018).  The stimulation effects were robust (34-37% improvement), represented complex 

information (visual stimuli) and were long-lasting (up to 75 minutes).  A more recent report 

has shown that a Memory Decoding Model (MDM)—derived via similar nonlinear 

modeling of hippocampal ensembles as the 2018 report—effectively facilitated human 

memory for specific features or categories of remembered information (Roeder et al., 

2021a).  Moreover, preliminary results have shown retention of that information for up to 

24 hours (Roeder et al., 2019). 

A major question remains – must the stimulation patterns be utterly specific to the 

individual subject?  The 2018 study showed that randomized stimulation designed to match 

the current, voltage, frequency and net power of the MIMO stimulation had, at best, no 

effect on performance.  At worst, the randomized stimulation impaired performance (R.E. 
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Hampson et al., 2018).  Similarly, applying stimulation derived from an MDM model – but 

not specific to the category of a given trial's memory image – had variable and sometimes 

paradoxical effects (Roeder et al., 2021a).  This study is therefore designed to test whether 

there are common elements of memory that result in "shared" codes that can facilitate 

memory across human subjects, as the next step in constructing a neural prosthetic for 

memory that can be programmed with potentially universal (at the very least – common) 

neural codes for remembered information.   

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Subjects 

Nine adult subjects were enrolled in the study (Table 3-I).  Subjects were drawn 

from the patient pool of those with medically-refractory focal epilepsy and were 

undergoing seizure monitoring and localization through the use of implanted intracranial 

depth electrodes and that required electrodes in the hippocampus (R.E. Hampson et al., 

2018; Roeder et al., 2021a).  Subjects provided voluntary written informed consent prior 

to participation in this study that was separate from their consent for surgery. 

All surgical procedures, post-operative monitoring, and neurocognitive testing was 

performed at one of the three sites participating in this study; Wake Forest Baptist Medical 

Center, Keck Hospital of USC, and Rancho Los Amigo National Rehabilitation Center.  

This study is part of the DARPA Restoring Active Memory (RAM) project.  Institutional 

Review Boards at each location reviewed and approved all procedures in accordance with 

the National Institutes of Health and Department of the Navy Human Research Protection 

Oversight.  
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Table 3-I: Patient Demographics 

Patient Test Site Sex Age Implant Sites 

Seizure 

Focus  Memory Function 

Wake22 WFBMC M 48 Bilat. Ant. Rt. HPC Mild impairment 

Wake24 WFBMC F 33 Lt. Ant. L. Temporal Intact memory 

Wake25 WFBMC F 67 Bilat. Ant. Extratemporal Mild impairment 

Wake26 WFBMC M 23 Bilat. Ant. bilateral HPC Intact memory 

Wake28 WFBMC F 55 Bilat. Ant. L. HPC Moderate impairment 

Wake29 WFBMC F 38 Lt. Ant. L. Temporal Intact memory 

Wake30 WFBMC M 55 Bilat. Ant. bilateral HPC Intact memory 

Wake37 WFBMC F 41 Bilat. Ant. L. HPC Mild impairment 

Keck10 KHUSC F 45 Bilat. Ant.+Post. Extratemporal Intact memory 

Rancho01 RLANRH M 35 Bilat. Ant.+Post. bilateral HPC Mild impairment 

Wake22 WFBMC M 48 Bilat. Ant. Rt. HPC Mild impairment 

Wake24 WFBMC F 33 Lt. Ant. L. Temporal Intact memory 

Wake25 WFBMC F 67 Bilat. Ant. Extratemporal Mild impairment 

Wake26 WFBMC M 23 Bilat. Ant. bilateral HPC Intact memory 

Wake28 WFBMC F 55 Bilat. Ant. L. HPC Moderate impairment 
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Visual Delayed Match to Sample (DMS) Task with Categorizable Stimuli 

DMS sessions were performed as described in Roeder et al (2021).  Subjects were 

seated within easy reach of a touch screen facing them positioned to display the DMS task 

window.  Subjects started a trial by touching a “trial start” ring which would disappear.  

The sample phase would begin with a single sample image displayed.  Subjects were 

instructed to touch the sample image once they felt they were able to remember the image.  

Once touched, the sample image would disappear and after a delay of three to five seconds 

the match image (identical to the sample image) and three nonmatch images were 

displayed.  Subjects were instructed to touch the match image once they recognized it. A 

trial would end when any image in the match phase was touched, or if the subject did 

respond within 20 seconds during either the sample or match phase.  Following the end of 

a trial there was a five second interval before the start ring was again displayed and the 

next trial could begin.  

DMS sessions were run using the same standardized control scripts as in Roeder et 

al (2021) which consisted of 150 trials with the sample image, match image, nonmatch 

images, and trial order predefined.  The category of images used for sample images 

remained animal, building, plant, tool, and vehicle, even though stimulation patterns for 

vehicle were not being tested in this experiment.  Control scripts were left unaltered so that 

subjects would not be able to tell a difference between this experiment and experiments 

using other stimulation types.  This was done as there was an overlap between subjects that 

participated in this experiment and the subjects in Roeder et al (2021).  During the DMS 

task, event markers (e.g. trial start, sample response, match response) were output from the 

task program and combined with the continuous neural recording.   
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Surgery 

Medical Necessity 

Subjects were drawn from the patient pool of those with medically-refractory focal 

epilepsy refractory to multiple anti-epileptic drugs and/or other treatments who were 

undergoing "Phase II Intracranial Monitoring".  This procedure was necessary for 

diagnosis and localization of seizure origins and spread through the use of implanted 

intracranial depth electrodes, and all patients selected required electrodes in the 

hippocampus for this purpose.  Noninvasive monitoring long term video-

electroencephalography (vEEG), pre-operative magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), 

magnetoencephalography (MEG) if available, and neuropsychological assessment were 

performed prior to the “Phase II Intracranial Monitoring”.  Pre-surgical EEG seizure 

monitoring was used to determine placement of the depth electrodes.  Subjects provided 

voluntary written informed consent prior to participation in this study that was separate 

from their consent for surgery.  

Electrode implantation and removal 

Implantation and removal of electrodes was performed in the same manner as 

reported previously (R.E. Hampson et al., 2018). All surgical procedures, post-operative 

monitoring, and neurocognitive testing was performed at one of the three sites participating 

in this study; Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Keck Hospital of USC, and Rancho Los 

Amigo National Rehabilitation Center.  This study is part of the DARPA Restoring Active 

Memory (RAM) project.  Institutional Review Boards at each location reviewed and 

approved all procedures in accordance with the National Institutes of Health and 

Department of the Navy Human Research Protection Oversight.  
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Hippocampal Neural Recording 

Neuronal recordings were performed in the same manner as described in Roeder et 

al. (2021).  While neuronal recordings were not necessary from a subject to test that subject 

in this experiment, neuronal recordings were still performed for use both in other 

experiments and for use in testing other subjects in this experiment.  Following testing 

sessions, recordings and associated behavioral control scripts were sent to USC (Dr. Dong 

Song) for further model development.   

Transfer Memory Decoding Model (MDMXFR) 

The Memory Decoding Model (MDM) used here and in prior reports (Geng et al., 

2019; Roeder et al., 2021a; Song et al., 2017), creates content-specific static stimulation 

patterns.  Static patterns for each category are created based on neural activity in a four 

second window centered on the sample response for each trial drawn from a subject’s own 

recorded DMS sessions.  The MDM approach created fixed patterns corresponding to 

neural activity associated with and unique to each of the categories (Song, Hampson, et al., 

2016).   

The MDMXFR model creates stimulation patterns in the same manner as the MDM 

model, but does so using different data sources.  While the MDM model uses a patient’s 

own neural recordings, the MDMXFR model uses neural recordings from one or more 

other subjects for use in the subject being tested.  Stimulation patterns were created for four 

image categories used in the study; animal, building, plant, and tool.  The vehicle category 

used in testing the MDM model was not used as not all neuronal recordings used to in the 

MDMXFR model contained vehicle trials needed for the creation of a vehicle stimulation 

pattern.  Following computation of the MDMXFR model Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, 
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MA) scripts containing the patterns were supplied to the appropriate clinical testing team 

for assessment on the subject to be tested with the MDMXFR model.   

Neuronal stimulation 

The MDMXFR stimulation was supplied as Matlab array scripts compatible with 

custom Matlab program operating the Blackrock Cerestim R96 microstimulator.  The 

program delivered stimulation through the same CA1 microelectrode sites via which neural 

activity was recorded, typically earlier that day.  A trial-script that specified sample/match 

and nonmatch images for each DMS trial was used to select whether stimulation was given, 

and if so, what category pattern would be used, for each trial to ensure adequate distribution 

of trial types across a session.   

Neuron isolation was not necessary as the MDMXFR derived stimulation patterns 

were fixed and neither dependent on real-time computation of the MIMO model as in 

Hampson et al (2018), nor were they based on neuronal activity of the test subject.  Isolation 

of neurons prior to the session was still performed to allow for live monitoring of neural 

and stimulation activity during a stimulation session.   

DMS stimulation and Delayed Recognition (DR) Memory testing 

Memory testing using MDMXFR model category-specific patterns was conducted 

in the same was as when testing MDM model category-specific patterns.  Testing consisted 

of a DMS session, during which stimulation was applied, and an associated Delayed 

Recognition (DR) session during which memory retention was tested. Administration and 

scoring of the DR trials was performed in the same manner as in Roeder et al (2021).   
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RESULTS 

DMS-DR Scoring 

The delay between the Sample and Match phase during a DMS task trial is of 

insufficient time to test memory using the clipart images that were used in this experiment.  

Performance on the DMS task was examined to determine whether individual trials needed 

to be excluded based on DMS performance.  Across all test sessions only two timeouts 

occurred and were excluded from the data.  Remaining DMS trials were separated into 

Match Stim, NonMatch Stim and NoStim trials for each session.  The percent correct in 

the DMS task was calculated for each session and stim type, and average performance for 

each stim type exceeded 98%.  Comparison of Match Stim to NoStim and NonMatch Stim 

to NoStim performance was done with a two tailed t-test and the difference was found to 

be not significant.  All DMS trials, except for the two with timeouts mentioned above, were 

included in the DMS-DR analysis.  Note that since one subject was tested with two different 

MDMXFR models in two separate sessions, we have chosen to analyze those sessions 

separately.  Therefore, rather than reference data by individual subjects we have chosen to 

reference them by session.  

In the analysis of DMS-DR results, Match Stim trials to NoStim trials were 

compared within each session.  Two sessions showed increased performance on 

stimulation trials, seven sessions showed decreased performance, and one session exhibited 

almost no difference (Figure 3-1).  Overall performance across sessions was decreased on 

Match Stim trials relative to NoStim trials. Overall performance alone, without further 

breakdown by category, might suggest that MDMXFR stimulation was only effective in a 

minority of sessions.  However, inter-session comparison of Match Stim to NoStim pooled 
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Figure 3-1: Individual subject performance on stimulated and non-stimulated trials. 

Top: Graph of session-by-session subject performance on MDMXFR stimulated 

vs. non-stimulated trials.  DMS-DR Performance was computed within-session for all 

trials and not sorted or weighted by category.  Bottom: Graph of the relative differences 

of within-session performance between stimulated and non-stimulated trials using non-

stimulated trials as baseline (0).   
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performance across four categories of MDMXFR stim (animal, building, plant, and tool) 

and did not take into account intra-session, but inter-category differences within a session.   

Examination of DMS-DR results by category (Figure 3-2), but pooled across sessions, also 

gives the appearance that stimulation impaired performance, with decreases in three 

categories (animal, building, and plant) in which Match Stim performance was lower than 

NoStim performance.  In contrast, the tool category showed an increase performance for 

Match Stim relative to NoStim.  Again, this apparent overall decrease in performance due 

to stimulation was a result of sorting by category across sessions.   

Variation in and across both sessions and categories are apparent when DMS-DR 

data was sorted by both session and category (Figure 3-3).  Thus, the session x category 

sort is required to understand the effects of MDMXFR stim since category-alone or 

session-alone washed-out the results.  The need for the category x session analysis is 

consistent with the results of MDM stimulation previously (Roeder et al., 2021a). 

Two key questions regarding MDMXFR-based stimulation were not addressed by 

the data shown in Figure 3-3, i.e.: (1) whether MDMXFR stimulation patterns mimicked 

natural patterns sufficiently to modify memory performance, and (2) whether category-

specific MDMXFR patterns were sufficiently similar in the recipient as from the donor as 

to be able to select an appropriate stimulation pattern for the desired trial type.  To address 

these questions, additional scoring of the DMS-DR performance to facilitate comparisons 

across sessions and categories was required. 
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Figure 3-2: DMS-DR category performance. 

Graph of DMS-DR performance by category, on MDMXFR stimulated vs. and 

non-stimulated trials.  DMS-DR performance was computed within category, across 

sessions, and is not weighted by subjects.   
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χ2 Statistical Analysis 

The χ2 value was calculated for each combination of patient and category that had 

sufficient trials, and had a change in performance between the stim conditions being 

compared in the same manner as in Roeder et al. (2021a).  The expected value for stim 

trials were calculated independently for each patient and category combination, while the 

expected value for non stim trials was calculated based on the population data for non stim 

trials.  Figure 3-3 shows a heat map that indicates when the χ2 value was determined to 

reach a critical value for different levels of statistical significance.  Patient and category 

combinations where there was no difference between stim conditions are also indicated.   

Two patient and category combinations had insufficient trial count to allow a 

statistical analysis to be performed, due to how the DMS trials were randomized in the DR 

sessions by those patients.  Wake22MT and Wake24MT both had insufficient trials in the 

plant category.  The plant categories for those sessions are omitted from analyses for this 

reason and are blacked out in Figure 3-3.   

Effectiveness of stimulation by subject and category 

MATCH STIM vs. NOSTIM 

Figure 3-3 reveals that overall performance for subjects (see "Overall" column) 

does not necessarily indicate how a given subject responded on individual categories, 

which is consistent with results with MDM stimulation as seen in Roeder et al. (2021a).  

For example, when comparing Match Stim to No Stim for Rancho01MT and 

Wake30ComMod  (Figure 3-3, top panel) it can be seen that the overall performance when 

combining all trials shows a significant change in performance that is in contrast to the 
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Figure 3-3: Heat maps of significant results. 

Significant results shown between Match Stim vs. NoStim (Top) and NonMatch 

Stim vs. NoStim (Bottom) per subject and category.  Significant results with a decrease 

in performance are indicated with yellow and orange, and increased performance with 

green.  White indicates no significant difference in performance.  Blue squares indicate 

identical performance.  Black squares indicate combinations with too few trials to 

compute. 
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individual categories that show significant results for those sessions.  In contrast, 

Wake26MT and Wake30MT sessions had significant overall decreases in performance and 

individual categories either had no difference or significant decreases  in performance.  The 

one example of overall significant performance changes for a category was with animal.  

Only one session showed significant changes for this category, but as with the overall 

performance this was a decrease in performance in Wake26MT.   

MDMXFR stimulation effects on Match Stim relative to NoStim showed a 

statistically significant increase in performance in 3 of 38 subject x category combinations 

(cells in Figure 3-3 table, top), while 3 showed a statistically significant decrease in 

performance.  This results in a significant change in performance in 15.8% of cases with 

7.9% being an increase and 7.9% being a decrease.  This is both a reduction in total overall 

reduction of the proportion of categories that showed a significant effect compared to 

MDM stimulation, but also a reduction of the ratio of significant increases to decreases 

seen with MDM stimulation.  These results suggest that the effect of stimulation may 

depend on the MDMXFR patterns selected for transfer as the selected patterns fit the 

intended category for the recipient poorly in comparison to how MDM patterns fit the 

subject they are created for.   

NONMATCH STIM vs. NOSTIM 

For NonMatch stim performance relative to NoStim (Figure 3-3, bottom), 4 of 38 

combinations showed a statistically significant increase (10.5%), while 2 showed a 

statistically significant decrease (5.3%).  Based on performance of MDM stimulation 

(Roeder et al., 2021a) it was expected that MDMXFR NonMatch stim should produce an 
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overall decrease in performance.  Thus, it is interesting that the ratio of increases to 

decrease is almost the same as Match Stim for MDM stimulation.   

Of great interest is that except for the overall results for the animal category, the 

same sessions and combinations of sessions and categories that showed significant 

differences due to Match Stim showed significant differences due to NonMatch Stim, 

though not necessarily of the same type.  That both building and overall performance for 

Wake30 in both the Wake30ComMod and Wake30MT sessions were influenced by 

stimulation suggest that the influence of stimulation may be due to how well fit the patterns 

were to the recipient subject.  Even when stimulation resulted in a decrease in performance 

this could require that the stimulation pattern be sufficiently well fit to the recipient to cause 

a disruption, as is suggested by the greater proportion of decreases in performance seen 

with NonMatch Stim using MDM stim seen in Roeder et al. (2021a).  This suggests that 

MDMXFR stimulation is dependent on the construction and selection of MDMXFR 

patterns for the recipient subject.   

DISCUSSION 

Many research reports have shown that electrical stimulation of the brain can alter 

behavior.  Early approaches were considered "crude" and "nonspecific" (Delgado, 1964), 

and yet researchers were able to correlate hypothalamic and medial forebrain bundle 

stimulation with specific neurotransmitter (Stein & Wise, 1969) and neuronal circuit 

(Izquierdo & Merlo, 1966; Olds, 1974) activation in less than ten years from Delgado's 

original statement.  More recently, Talwar et al. trained rats to perform specific motor 

responses in response to cortical and thalamic stimulation (Talwar et al., 2002), Di Lorenzo 

and Hecht influenced taste sensation in rats via stimulation of the nucleus of the solitary 
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tract (Di Lorenzo & Hecht, 1993), and cochlear implants to restore hearing have become 

commonplace (Gaylor et al., 2013).   

An often-unstated goal of brain stimulation, particularly with respect to prosthetics 

and  brain-computer interfaces is the desire to identify either universal or unifying codes 

to allow such a device to be programmed using common codes which retain their utility 

across individuals.  These common codes would simply haptic feedback (Flesher et al., 

2016; Saleh, Takahashi, & Hatsopoulos, 2012), interfacing to neural prosthetics (Isaacs, 

Weber, & Schwartz, 2000) or inducing neural plasticity in service of rehabilitation (Wang 

et al., 2010).   

With respect to understanding and restoring memory, many studies have taken the 

approach to simply trigger brain states favorable to memory encoding and recall utilizing 

DBS-style fixed frequency stimulation (Ezzyat et al., 2018; Mankin & Fried, 2020).  While 

fixed-frequency stimulation may provide a means of promoting effective memory function, 

it does not address the issue of memory content.  The laboratory has demonstrated effective 

facilitation of memory in rodents (Berger et al., 2011), nonhuman primates (Hampson et 

al., 2013), and humans (R.E. Hampson et al., 2018) using multi-input, multi-output 

(MIMO) nonlinear models of hippocampal ensemble activity.  Moreover, we have 

demonstrated the ability in rodents to utilize a MIMO model generated in a trained subject, 

and apply MIMO-driven stimulation from this exact model in a naïve subject, with the 

result of "transferring" the trained memory function from one subject to another 

(Deadwyler et al., 2013).  The recent demonstration of facilitation of human memory for 

features (i.e. categories) of image content (Roeder et al., 2021a), suggested that the same 

model may identify common codes for those features across subjects.   
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In this report, category-based, content-specific code stimulation using transferred 

codes significantly altered DMS-DR assessments of memory in 16% of instances, 

indicating that MDMXFR-based stimulation has a significant influence across sessions.  

The within-session variability from between positive and negative influence does not 

necessarily disqualify the method, but in fact supports the validity given that the result was 

roughly consistent with the results of MDM based stimulation, though the proportions of 

increases to decreases were reversed for Match Stim and NonMatch stim.  This reinforces 

the need, as with MDM stimulation, for improvement in the composition of categories 

input to the MDM model, as well as improvement in how MDM models are selected for 

use as MDMXFR models.  The differential in positive and negative effects for Match and 

NonMatch Stim for MDM relative to MDMXFR stimulation may have resulted from 

MDM-derived predictions of CA1 ensemble firing that were not specific to the intended 

image categories, or they could have resulted from how the MDMXFR recipient perceived 

and categorized images differently than the donor of the MDMXFR patterns.  

In contrast to the Deadwyler et al. 2013 "donor-recipient" study (Deadwyler et al., 

2013), which utilized a simple binary choice, the DMS-DR stimuli were largely composed 

of natural content (animals, flowers, grass, sky, etc) and brightly colored foreground and/or 

background objects are common.  Thus, a given picture may strongly correlate to "plant" 

for one subject, and "green" or "colorful" to another.  Category overlap may also arise due 

to differences in the strength of associations between pattern donors and recipients.  The 

individually significant Match Stim and NonMatch Stim results, combined with no overall 

significant facilitation or diminishment of memory retention, reinforces the need for 

refinement of the model as well as means to predict or measure perceptual variances in 
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category composition between donor and recipient.  Despite these limitations the 

demonstration that 16% of subject x category memory was influenced by the MDMXFR-

based stimulation suggesting that some form of neural code for memory content may be 

conserved across subjects.   

These results show that MDMXFR model-based stim can provide memory 

facilitation once category composition is better understood across subjects, and the 

modeling is improved to provide more precise memory codes for those categories.  

Correlated patterns of hippocampal stimulation specific to information content, but 

common across human subjects would allow a neural prosthetic that did not need to be 

"trained" after implant, but could be used immediately after surgical recovery.  

Alternatively, an implant pre-programmed with a common or transfer model, while not 

perfect, could allow function until patient-specific programming can be modeled from 

post-surgical recordings.  Given that the MDMXFR stimulation demonstrated here altered 

memory in nearly a sixth of the subject x category instances indicates that the approach 

could be reliable given improvements in pattern creation and selection. 

Future directions for this work will focus on three issues raised by the results of this 

study: (1) the ability to derive common or generic codes for categories from multiple 

donors, and (2) the possibility that MIMO stimulation models derived from one (or more 

patients) can be applied successfully to another patient.  We intend to continue examining 

stimulation using common MDMXFR patterns generated from multiple neural recordings, 

as well as testing the transfer of MIMO models generated both from individual and multiple 

neural recordings to move the research forward toward developing a functional memory 

prosthetic.   
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CONCLUSION 

Memory Decoding Models (MDM) representing hippocampal neural encoding of 

image-specific features and categories were developed and tested in human subjects with 

electrodes implanted (for seizure monitoring) in anterior hippocampus.  Specifically, 

subjects were tested to determine if model-derived stimulation patterns that were not 

generated in response to a subject's own neural activity, would alter memory performance 

in a delayed memory task.  Nearly one sixth of all subject x category combinations 

exhibited a significant alteration in memory performance as a result of "transfer" of 

memory codes from one or more "donor" subjects to a "recipient" subject.  Simulation with 

these transferred memory codes resulted in clear modification of memory retention, 

suggesting that some portion of the content-specific memory codes may be shared across 

subjects.   
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This report has been formatted to match the style of this dissertation. 
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and edited the second draft of this report.  Dr. Robert E. Hampson wrote the first draft of 

the report and performed statistical analysis.  Both Mr. Roeder and Dr. Hampson performed 
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TECHNICAL REPORT: WFRAM2021.1: Effectiveness of MIMO-derived 

Hippocampal Stimulation in Patients with a History of Head Impact and/or Brain 

Injury. 

AUTHORS: Brent M. Roeder and Robert E. Hampson, Wake Forest School of 

Medicine. 

 

If brain stimulation is to be of use as a treatment or even a prosthetic for memory, 

it is essential to address some of the limitations of the various approaches.  It is clear that 

DBS-style stimulation affects brain networks associated with memory, even if it is not clear 

precisely how that effect is produced (Reinhart & Nguyen, 2019).  However, as cellular 

pathology progresses, those networks may not be intact.  On the one hand, multi-site 

stimulation can restore memory function by "bypassing" damaged brain areas(Mohan et 

al., 2020), enhancing synaptic activity (Gondard et al., 2019), or promoting cellular repair 

and neurogenesis (Jones et al., 2020).  Even in these cases, it is possible, even likely, that 

a point can be reached where network-dependent stimulation is simply not effective.  Thus, 

a true neuroprosthetic must be able to replace lost cognitive function by completely 

bypassing (and replacing) the function of hippocampus and associated memory regions 

(Berger & Glanzman, 2005; Deadwyler et al., 2017).  

This laboratory has demonstrated that a nonlinear multi-input, multi-output model 

of hippocampal CA3-CA1 neuron interactions can be used to restore and even enhance 

hippocampal memory processing in rodents (Berger et al., 2011), nonhuman primates 

(Hampson et al., 2013), and even humans (R.E. Hampson et al., 2018).  The model extracts 

cell-cell interactions of the hippocampus (Berger et al., 2005), resulting in a prosthetic 
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design that mimics the memory encoding function of the intact hippocampus (Song et al., 

2018).  However, even this may be insufficient when both the encoding and recall functions 

of memory are compromised.  Thus, a true memory prosthetic needs to be able to replace 

the patterned neural responses or "codes" associated with specific memory items.   

Prior research from this laboratory has demonstrated that the hippocampus 

(Hampson, Pons, Stanford, & Deadwyler, 2004; Hampson, Simeral, & Deadwyler, 1999, 

2005) and prefrontal cortex (Marmarelis et al., 2014; Opris et al., 2015) encode task-

relevant information necessary for memory encoding and retrieval.  Moreover, that 

information can be extracted and "transferred" between subjects in a limited manner 

(Deadwyler et al., 2013).  Ongoing studies have focused on determining whether neural 

codes that decode memory instances can also be identified, facilitated with stimulation, 

and even transferred from a subject with good memory function to one with impaired 

memory by means of a MIMO-derived model (Roeder et al., 2021a, 2021b). Such a 

Memory Decoding Model (MDM) has been developed and tested, demonstrating 

facilitation of memory encoding and later recall.  Tests of the duration of the stimulation 

effect have demonstrated facilitated recall up to 75 minutes after stimulation, with 

preliminary indications of facilitated retention up to 24 hours after stimulation (manuscripts 

in preparation).   

With an understanding that the encoding of memory-relevant items by the 

hippocampus can be facilitated by a model of a neural prosthetic for human memory (R.E. 

Hampson et al., 2018), we now turn our attention to the neurological disorders and diseases 

which can impair memory to determine the utility of the neural prosthetic design for 
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Table 4-I: Patient Demographics 

Subjects, TBI classification and memory function for subjects tested in the report. 

Patient TBI Type Memory Sex Age 

MIMO 

Model 

MDM 

Model 

MT 

Model 

Keck06 TBI Normal M 30 √   

Keck08 Control Impaired M 50 √ √  

Keck15 Control Impaired M 40   √  

Rancho01 RMBI Impaired M 35   √ √ 

Rancho07 Control Normal M 35   √  

Wake14 RMBI Impaired M 35 √   

Wake15 TBI Impaired M 45 √   

Wake16 Control Normal M 21 √   

Wake17 TBI Impaired F 31 √   

Wake18 Control Normal F 55 √   

Wake19 TBI Normal F 33 √   

Wake20 Control Normal F 31 √ √  

Wake21 TBI Impaired F 26 √ √  

Wake22 RMBI Impaired M 48   √ √ 

Wake23 RMBI Normal F 51   √  

Wake24 Control Normal F 33   √ √ 

Wake25 Control Impaired F 67   √ √ 

Wake26 Control Impaired M 23    √ 

Wake28 RMBI Impaired F 55   √ √ 

Wake29 Control Normal F 38   √ √ 

Wake30 RMBI Normal M 55   √ √ 

Wake34 TBI Normal F 40   √  

Wake35 RMBI Impaired M 20 √  √ 

Wake36 TBI Normal M 42 √  √ 

Wake37 Control Impaired F 41 √ √ √ 
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different medical cases.  We show here the first demonstration of MIMO-derived model 

stimulation in patients with normal intact memory, impaired memory without head injury, 

and in patients with a medical history of head impact of varying degrees.   

RESULTS 

A total of twenty-five Phase II (intracranial monitoring) epilepsy patients were 

tested as subjects in this study (Table 4-I).  A total of twenty-four subjects were tested with 

either MIMO or MDM stimulation computed from a recording day at least 3 days prior to 

the stimulation day.  Of those subjects, nine subjects were tested exclusively with 

stimulation derived from the MIMO model, eleven were tested exclusively with 

stimulation derived from MDM, and four were tested (separately) with stimulation derived 

from both models.  Ten of these patients were also tested with stimulation derived from a 

Memory Transfer model (see Methods, below).  An additional patient was tested 

exclusively with the MCT model; due to complications on recording day, that patient did 

not have data with which to compute their own MIMO or MDM-based stimulation.  

As a preliminary statistical screen, an ANOVA (SAS GLM, SAS Institute, Cary, 

NC, USA) of control DMS performance was performed to assess whether there were 

baseline differences with respect to age or sex (as provided in Table 4-I).  Subject was a 

continuous variable, while sex was binary classification, so age was converted to a 

classification by grouping subjects into ages <35 years of age, 35-49 and 50 years of age.  

While not a perfectly uniform distribution, this grouping yielded 12 females: 5 @ <35, 3 

@ 35-49 and 4 @ 50; and 13 males: 4 @ <35, 7 @ 35-49 and 2 @ 50.  The ANOVA 

yielded a significant effect of the model (F(5,63)=3.22, p<0.01), and the main effect of age 

(F(2,63)=5, p<0.01), with nonsignificant main effects of sex (F(1,63)=0.59, p>0.4) and 
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nonsignificant interaction (F(2,63)=2.75, p>0.05) term.  The graph of the interaction plot 

shows considerable overlap in the main subject groups (Figure 4-1).  It was curious that 

the highest overall performance in the Delayed-Match-to-Sample-Delayed Recognition 

(DMS-DR) task was in the 50 age group, but given the overlap in distribution of scores 

at all ages it was decided to proceed with analysis of TBI and memory impairment without 

the age subset.   

During stimulation testing sessions, DMS trials received: (1) Positive stimulation, 

consisting of model-derived stimulation patterns that matched either the MIMO model 

prediction of CA1 firing from continuous CA3 input or MDM prediction of CA1 firing 

from CA3 input for a given trial type (image category); (2) Negative stimulation, consisting 

of either random patterns to  mimic a non-specific MIMO CA1 spatio-temporal firing or 

MDM stimulation from a different trial type; or (3) No stimulation.  The three stimulation 

conditions were balanced within a session to provide one third of DMS trials meeting each 

stimulation condition.  The Positive stimulation patterns were modeled to produce CA1 

ensemble firing with the highest probability of correlation with correct DMS-DR 

performance.  Negative stimulation patterns were intended to counter-balance the Positive 

stimulation but providing a spatio-temporal pattern that was either randomized or not 

correlated with the trial type.  Nonstimulation trials (NoStim) captured the normal range of 

subject performance without the influence of the hippocampal stimulation.  All subjects 
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Figure 4-1: Statistical interaction plot for the ANOVA 

ANOVA:  Performance by interaction of sex*age (SAS GLM, SAS Institute, Cary, 

NC). 
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performed at least 100 DMS-DR trials, with some subjects performing as many as 150  

trials in a single ninety-minute test session.  Subjects that were tested with more than one 

model were tested on the same day with at least one hour between test sessions.  

Mean (± S.E.M.) DMS-DR performance sorted by TBI status is shown in Table 4-

II.  Due to the low "n" in several categories, a "Combined" model performance group (top 

rows in Table 4-II) shows DMS-DR performance for model-stimulated sessions 

irrespective of whether the model was MIMO or MDM-based.  For the four subjects who 

received both MIMO and MDM-based stimulation, the performance for Positive, Negative 

and NoStim trials was averaged across models.  Note that for purposes of comparison 

between models, the MDM model results are averaged across performance of four trial 

image-type categories (see Methods).  Instances in which only one subject's data was 

available do not report S.E.M.  The single TBI subjects receiving MCT model stimulation 

did not receive any negative stimulation trials, so this cell is left blank.   

The two columns at right compare Positive stimulation to NoStim, and Negative 

stimulation to NoStim, respectively.  The increase (positive values) or decrease (negative 

value) compared to absence of stimulation indicates the effectiveness of Model-based 

stimulation to alter memory retention in the DMS-DR task.  From these results, the MIMO 

and MDM models had varying degrees of effectiveness, but the combined results show 

effective facilitation of memory retention across control, RMBI and TBI conditions. 

Effects of MIMO stimulation on Control subjects is consistent with the prior peer-reviewed 

report (R.E. Hampson et al., 2018); while reduced from MIMO, the effectiveness of MDM-

based stimulation is consistent with non-peer-reviewed results reported by this laboratory 

(Hampson et al., 2019; R. E. Hampson et al., 2018).  While RMBI results were 
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Table 4-II: DMS-DR performance by TBI Status 

Stimulated and nonstimulated task performance by TBI Status for subjects 

receiving CA1 stimulation based on MDM, MIMO and MCT models.   

MODEL 

 

Combined #Subj. 

Positive 

Stim NoStim 

Negative 

Stim 

%Change 

Pos Stim 

%Change 

Neg Stim 

Control 10 81.1%±3.8% 70.6%±4.1% 71.9%±5.4% 14.8% 1.8% 

RMBI 7 75.4%±7.2% 65.1%±8.3% 61.8%±11.6% 15.8% -5.0% 

TBI 7 80.5%±3.1% 70.6%±7.9% 60.2%±7.8% 14.1% -14.8% 

             

MDM #Subj. 

Positive 

Stim NoStim 

Negative 

Stim 

%Change 

Pos Stim 

%Change 

Neg Stim 

Control 10 79.9%±3.7% 70.2%±4.9% 71.7%±5.5% 13.8% 2.2% 

RMBI 5 79.1%±9.3% 70.2%±9.5% 71.7%±9.4% 12.7% 2.2% 

TBI 4 78.6%±3.2% 61.8%±9.7% 58.5%±7.6% 27.3% -5.4% 

             

MIMO #Subj. 

Positive 

Stim NoStim 

Negative 

Stim 

%Change 

Pos Stim 

%Change 

Neg Stim 

Control 4 89.7%±3.9% 66.0%±6.5% 67.5%±8.5% 36.0% 2.4% 

RMBI 2 65.9%±10.0% 52.3%±17.9% 12.5% 26.1% -76.1% 

TBI 5 80.8%±4.1% 73.6%±9.2% 59.8%±11.0% 9.8% -18.8% 

             

MCT #Subj. 

Positive 

Stim NoStim 

Negative 

Stim 

%Change 

Pos Stim 

%Change 

Neg Stim 

Control 6 63.7%±4.6% 61.0%±6.3% 63.6%±5.3% 4.4% 4.2% 

RMBI 4 62.4%±9.9% 65.9%±7.6% 80.0%±3.5% -5.3% 21.3% 

TBI 1 79.5% 90.2%   -11.8%  
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similar to Control for MDM and MIMO, TBI subjects appeared to obtain greater 

facilitation from MDM-based than MIMO-based stimulation.   

Stimulation with a model based on data from other patient(s) (MCT) does not 

exhibit the effectiveness of either MIMO or MDM-based stimulation.  Curiously, the 

nonspecific Negative MCT stimulation appeared to facilitate memory retention in RMBI 

subjects.  With only one TBI patient receiving MCT-based stimulation, those effects are 

inconclusive.   

A prior study suggested that baseline memory status did not significantly alter the 

effectiveness of memory facilitation by MIMO model-based stimulation.  Since this was 

not evaluated with either the MDM-based stimulation, nor with TBI status, results were 

sorted according to memory function as reported by the pre-surgical neuropsychological 

assessment.  Table 4-III shows that baseline memory performance does in fact appear to 

influence effects of both MIMO and MDM-based stimulation, with the MIMO model 

producing almost twice the facilitation of memory in subjects who already exhibit memory 

impairment.  While the differential between impaired and normal subjects is less for MDM-

based stimulation, it is nonetheless increased, and this differential carries through to the 

combined performance across models. It is worth noting the magnitude of the differential 

between Positive MIMO stimulation and Negative (randomized) stimulation for Impaired 

subjects.  This suggests that the facilitation by Negative MCT stimulation in RMBI subjects 

(Table 4-II) and Impaired subjects (Table 4-III) is not due to a nonspecific effect of the 

physical parameters (i.e. current, voltage, site and/or frequency) of the stimulation itself.  

Moreover, statistical analysis via ANOVA testing main effects of TBI, memory and the 

interaction of TBI and memory yielded a highly significant overall effect  (F(5,180)=10.70, 
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Table 4-III: DMS-DR performance by baseline memory function 

Stimulated and nonstimulated task performance by baseline memory function 

for subjects receiving CA1 stimulation based on MDM, MIMO and MCT models.   

MODEL 

 

Combined #Subj. 

Positive 

Stim NoStim 

Negative 

Stim 

%Change 

Pos Stim 

%Change 

Neg Stim 

Impaired 12 75.5%±3.9% 61.9%±5.1% 56.4%±6.4% 22.0% -8.8% 

Normal 12 83.0%±3.5% 76.1%±4.3% 75.9%±5.2% 9.1% -0.3% 

       

MDM #Subj. 

Positive 

Stim NoStim 

Negative 

Stim 

%Change 

Pos Stim 

%Change 

Neg Stim 

Impaired 9 77.8%±4.6% 65.2%±5.9% 63.7%±4.9% 19.3% -2.4% 

Normal 10 80.9%±4.1% 71.4%±5.5% 73.9%±6.4% 13.4% 3.6% 

       

MIMO #Subj. 

Positive 

Stim NoStim 

Negative 

Stim 

%Change 

Pos Stim 

%Change 

Neg Stim 

Impaired 5 73.1%±5.2% 54.9%±6.8% 40.3%±10.9% 33.2% -26.6% 

Normal 6 88.2%±3.2% 77.1%±6.4% 73.3%±6.6% 14.5% -4.9% 

       

MCT #Subj. 

Positive 

Stim NoStim 

Negative 

Stim 

%Change 

Pos Stim 

%Change 

Neg Stim 

Impaired 6 62.2%±7.6% 59.0%±5.7% 70.8%±6.0% 5.4% 19.9% 

Normal 5 67.7%±3.4% 73.2%±7.4% 67.0%±6.3% -7.5% -8.5% 
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p<001), the main effect of memory status (F(1,180)=24.11, p<0.001) and the interaction of 

TBI*memory (F2,180)=13.57, p<0.001), but nonsignificant main effects of TBI 

(F(2,180)=1.12, p>0.3).  These results confirm the trends depicted in Tables 4-II and 4-III.   

Based on the indications of variable effectiveness due to pre-existing memory 

function, the subjects were further sorted according to TBI status and memory function.  

The results are shown in Table 4-IV.  There were no RMBI+Normal subjects tested with 

MIMO-based stimulation, and no TBI+Impaired subjects tested with MCT-based 

stimulation; therefore those rows were omitted from Table 4-IV.  There were also several 

conditions under which only one subject was tested; those values are included in the table, 

but any interpretation of those results is premature.  Highlighted cells in the columns for 

percentage change in DMS-DR performance due to model-based stimulation indicate 

conditions with at least two subjects, and at least 2.25 x S.E.M. differences (approx. 

p<0.01) from NoStim.   

In support of the stim effects in Table 4-IV, we can confirm significant effects of 

memory and the interactions between TBI status and memory for individual stimulation 

models for the Combined task performance: main effect of memory - F(2,63)=11.24, 

p<0.001 and interaction TBI*memory - F(1,63)=8.38, p<0.001; and for MDM task 

performance: main effect of memory - F(1,50)=5.89, p<0.01, and interaction TBI*memory 

- F(2,50)=4.88, p<0.01.  Interestingly, for the MIMO model, there was no significant 

interaction, but significant main effects of TBI - F(2,25)=3.88, p<0.05 and memory -  

F(1,25)=6.59, p<0.01.  The MCT model was not significant in any term, but this was likely 

due to low "n's".  The interaction plots in Figure 4-2 depict the performance changes 

associated with each of these analyses.   
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Table 4-IV: DMS-DR performance by TBI and memory  

Stimulated and nonstimulated task performance sorted by TBI and memory for 

subjects receiving CA1 stimulation based on MDM, MIMO and MCT models.   

MODEL 

 

Combined #Subj. 

Positive 

Stim NoStim 

Negative 

Stim 

%Change 

Pos Stim 

%Change 

Neg Stim 

Ctrl+Impaired 4 83.9%±1.6% 73.6%±5.0% 75.3%±5.5% 13.9% 2.2% 

Ctrl+Normal 6 79.2%±6.3% 68.6%±6.1% 69.2%±8.9% 15.4% 0.9% 

RMBI+Impaired 5 69.0%±8.5% 58.6%±10.5% 46.7%±11.3% 17.6% -20.4% 

RMBI+Normal 2 91.3%±5.0% 81.1%±2.2% 92.2%±1.6% 12.5% 13.6% 

TBI+Impaired 3 75.1%±3.9% 51.5%±3.8% 44.2%±7.1% 45.8% -14.2% 

TBI+Normal 4 84.6%±3.7% 84.9%±7.3% 76.1%±6.2% -0.3% -10.4% 

        

MDM #Subj. 

Positive 

Stim NoStim 

Negative 

Stim 

%Change 

Pos Stim 

%Change 

Neg Stim 

Ctrl+Impaired 4 83.1%±2.3% 74.6%±4.3% 74.0%±6.4% 11.5% -0.7% 

Ctrl+Normal 6 77.8%±6.0% 67.3%±7.8% 69.9%±8.9% 15.6% 3.9% 

RMBI+Impaired 3 71.0%±14.2% 62.9%±15.3% 58.0%±7.8% 13.0% -7.7% 

RMBI+Normal 2 91.3%±5.0% 81.1%±2.2% 92.2%±1.6% 12.5% 13.6% 

TBI+Impaired 2 77.2%±1.4% 49.9%±3.4% 51.3%±1.3% 54.6% 2.8% 

TBI+Normal 2 80.1%±7.4% 73.7%±16.5% 65.6%±15.6% 8.7% -10.9% 

        

MIMO #Subj. 

Positive 

Stim NoStim 

Negative 

Stim 

%Change 

Pos Stim 

%Change 

Neg Stim 

Ctrl+Impaired 1 83.3% 58.1% 68.6% 43.3% 18.0% 

Ctrl+Normal 3 91.8%±4.6% 68.6%±8.5% 67.0%±13.9% 33.9% -2.3% 

RMBI+Impaired 2 65.9%±10.0% 52.3%±17.9%  26.1% -76.1% 

TBI+Impaired 2 75.1%±7.8% 55.8%±11.5% 40.0%±10.0% 34.7% -28.3% 

TBI+Normal 3 84.7%±4.3% 85.5%±7.7% 79.5%±4.5% -1.0% -7.0% 

        

MCT #Subj. 

Positive 

Stim NoStim 

Negative 

Stim 

%Change 

Pos Stim 

%Change 

Neg Stim 

Ctrl+Impaired 3 64.3%±10.0% 56.3%±8.8% 61.9%±6.7% 14.3% 10.0% 

Ctrl+Normal 3 63.1%±2.2% 65.7%±10.0% 65.3%±9.7% -4.0% -0.7% 

RMBI+Impaired 3 60.0%±13.5% 61.7%±8.9% 84.0%±.5% -2.7% 36.0% 

RMBI+Normal 1 69.6% 78.6% 72.0% -11.5% -8.4% 

TBI+Normal 1 79.5% 90.2%  -11.8%  
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Figure 4-2: Statistical interaction plot for the ANOVA by model 

ANOVA: Performance by interaction TBI*memory for each of the four stimulation 

models (SAS GLM, SAS Institute, Cary, NC). 

 

 

Combined MDM

MIMO MCT
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Comparisons highlighted in Table 4-IV, right (Pct Change) are supported by ANOVA and 

linear contrasts of the derived measures of percent change from NoStim for positive and 

negative stim.  The overall ANOVA was significant (F(5,59)=3.44, p<0.01).  Again, there 

was not a significant main effect of TBI (F(2,59)=0.42, p>0.6) but there were significant 

main effects of memory (F(1,59)-4.9, p<0.05) and interaction TBI*memory (F(2,59)=5.74, 

p<0.01).  Orthogonal pairwise contrasts were computed using this model.  Shaded cells in 

Table 4-IV indicate conditions in which Positive or Negative stim results differed from 

NoStim with p<0.001. 

DISCUSSION 

Overall, results indicate that MIMO or MDM-based stimulation is effective in 

facilitating memory retention (up to 75 minutes) across all subjects irrespective of TBI 

status or pre-existing memory function.  The MIMO model produces at least double the 

facilitation compared to the MDM model.  In all likelihood, this is due to the nature of the 

MDM model which is segmented into discrete codes according to the categorization of the 

Sample image presented in DMS trials. It is possible, even likely, that the smaller effect of 

MDM-based stimulation is due to variability between categories within a subject, rather 

than variability between subjects.   

An upcoming paper demonstrates that effects of MDM-based stimulation according 

to both subject and trial-type/category.  In fact, stimulation corresponding to the category 

of "Building" images has been shown result in impairment of memory retention across all 

but one subject, with both positive and negative stimulation resulting in reduced DMS-DR 

performance (Roeder et al., 2021a).  MDM stimulation corresponding to other categories 

is neutral to facilitatory, suggesting an error in either category or DMS trial construction 
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rather than a deficit of the MDM.  Categories were created based on an online survey of 

images where respondents were able to choose from 29 features that could describe the 

image.  Users would select the features that best fit the image, but were not necessarily 

feature descriptions that would normally be associated with an image.  As a result of the 

survey, the “Tool” category almost entirely is made up of items best described as “arts and 

crafts consumables.”  The “Building” category may not necessarily be a coherent category 

or it may be one for which “building” is not a good descriptor—merely the closest available 

from the survey.  For that reason, "Building" trials were omitted from this analysis; the 

other four categories were combined into a single indication of stimulation effect for 

comparison with similar results from MIMO stimulation.   

The 2018 report from this laboratory suggested that MIMO-based stimulation may 

have a greater effect on subjects with impaired memory function; however, the report 

contained too few subjects for statistical reliability (R.E. Hampson et al., 2018). The report 

concluded that at minimum, MIMO-model based stimulation was at least as effective 

across categories of pre-existing memory function.  Table 4-III shows that the MIMO was 

at least twice as effective in memory-impaired subjects, while the MDM-based stimulation 

was at least one S.E.M. more effective in impaired subjects compared to subjects with 

normal memory function.   

The collation of subjects by TBI status and memory function in Table 4-IV begins 

to suggest some interesting effects of the MIMO and MDM-based stimulation.  Across 

subjects, the combined stimulation models were most effective in Impaired Controls, 

Normal RMBI and Impaired TBI subjects.  Normal RMBI subjects also benefitted from 

Negative or non-category-specific MDM stimulation.   
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While a beneficial effect of non-specific stimulation seems contradictory, the 

results of the memory code transfer (MCT) may suggest how this could occur.  It should 

first be noted that the MCT model was based on MDM, and therefore incorporated the 

intra-subject variability of trial category, as well as inter-subject factors.  Thus it is not 

surprising that effects of MCT-based stimulation were modest, with large S.E.M. (Roeder 

et al., 2021b).  Nevertheless, a slight improvement in Control and Impaired subjects is 

evident in Tables 4-II and 4-III.  The facilitatory effect of MCT-based Negative stimulation 

on subjects with Impaired memory function appears to derive from effects in RMBI-

Impaired subjects.  Positive MDM stimulation relies on mnemonic association, since the 

stimulation pattern is for only a portion of the memory content of the Sample image, i.e. 

the category to which the image belongs.  The association of category with other content 

(e.g. Animal + Dog + Welsh  for a Corgi) is thus intended to enhance some, but not 

necessarily all memory content of the image.  The fact that non-specific stimulation (but 

not MIMO-mimicking random stimulation) is effective at enhancing memory under some 

conditions, suggests that while a lower level of associated memory content is represented 

in the Negative MDM and MCT-based stimulation, that may still be sufficient additional 

content to benefit RMBI patients. 

CONCLUSION 

These results suggest that in terms of a neural prosthetic, Controls and subjects with 

a diagnosis of Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) receive equal benefit from memory-facilitating 

stimulation.  Biomimetic Multi-input, Multi-output (MIMO) based stimulation is more 

effective than Memory Decoding Model (MDM) based stimulation, likely due to additional 

variability introduced by the category segmentation in the MDM model.  Model-based 
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stimulation is more effective in subjects with a prior medical history of memory 

impairment, leading to maximal benefit in TBI patients with memory impairment.  This 

suggests that either model has the potential to restore memory function in patients with 

neurological impairments.   

Effects of stimulation designed to emulate a neural prosthetic are different in 

patients with a diagnosis of Repeated Mild-to-Moderate Brain Injury (RMBI, i.e. falls, 

concussions, sports injuries). Non-memory-impaired RMBI subjects received the most 

benefit from the model-based stimulation, while impaired RMBI subjects received benefit 

from the non-specific stimulation from the MDM and Memory Code Transfer (MCT) 

models.   

MCT stimulation showed slight facilitation, indicating that some features of a 

hippocampal neural ensemble code for memory may be shared across subjects.  However, 

it is the results of MCT Negative stimulation in RMBI-Impaired subjects that provides a 

possible explanation for both MCT and MDM effects in RMBI subjects.  The fact that a 

non-specific stimulation can facilitate memory in RMBI subjects suggests that these 

patients are not simply subjects with a milder version of TBI, but rather a different 

syndrome that disrupts normal memory networks and function.  The disrupted networks 

benefit from a stimulation that provides some information (although not complete 

information) regarding the information content of the stimulus image. MDM and MCT-

derived positive stimulation patterns may either provide too much, or too-specific 

information, the negative stimulation patterns contain image information which may 

correlate to background objects, colors, or memory associations.  This information can then 

be used to strengthen memory function in RMBI subjects.  Moreover, effects of negative 
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MCT stimulation in RMBI-Impaired subjects would appear to confirm the benefit of 

providing background or baseline stimulation to failing memory networks.   
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METHODS (IN BRIEF) 

Subjects 

Twenty-five subjects were analyzed from the same pool of patients selected for the 

Hampson (2018) study (R.E. Hampson et al., 2018).  Subjects had medically-refractory 

focal epilepsy and were undergoing seizure monitoring and localization through the use of 

implanted intracranial depth electrodes, including surgical procedures, post-operative 

monitoring, and neurocognitive testing at one of the three sites participating in this study; 

Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Keck Hospital of USC, and Rancho Los Amigo 

National Rehabilitation Hospital.  This study is part of the DARPA Restoring Active 

Memory (RAM) project.  All procedures were reviewed and approved by each locations 

Institutional Review Board (WFU IRB00023148, USC IRB#: HS-16-00068, RLANRH 

IRB#: 221) in accordance with the National Institutes of Health. Subjects provided 

voluntary written informed consent   prior to participation in this study that was separate 

from their consent for surgery.  

Memory Task 

All memory testing utilized the two-part Delayed-Match-to-Sample - Delayed 

Recognition assessment developed for the 2018 study (R.E. Hampson et al., 2018).  The 

DMS task consisted of 100-150 trials.  Each trial consisted of a single Sample phase image 

presented on a computer screen, the Sample response phase requiring a touch-screen 

response to the Sample image, a variable delay, a Match phase in which the Sample and 1-

7 other images are displayed on-screen, and a Match response phase consisting of a touch-

screen response to one of the images.  Selection of the same image as the Sample was 
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scored as a correct trial, while selection of any other image was scored as an error trial. 

DMS trials were separated by a 5 s intertrial interval.   

The Delayed Recognition (DR) portion of testing commenced 15 minutes after 

completion of the DMS session. DR sessions always followed DMS stimulation sessions, 

but were not necessary when DMS results were recorded strictly for model generation.  A 

DR trial consisted of presentation of three images at a time, with a requirement that subjects 

rank the familiarity of each image.  Each trial presented a Sample image from a prior DMS 

trial, a Nonmatch image (i.e. one of the other Match phase images) from the same DMS 

trial, and a Novel image that had not previously been seen by the subject.  DR trials were 

presented in a randomized order compared to the sequence of DMS trials, and the locations 

of Sample, Nonmatch and Novel images were also randomized to prevent the subject from 

memorizing sequence or position. Subjects ranked the familiarity of each image on a 0-5 

scale, with 0=not recognized, 1=familiar escalating to 5=certainty that the image had been 

seen in the prior DMS trials.  Correct Delayed Recognition was scored as a trial in which 

the Sample image was ranked ≥3, and ≥ the Nonmatching image as well as > the Novel 

image.  Error trials were those trials in which Sample was ranked <3, Nonmatch and/or 

Novel images were ranked higher than the Sample, the Novel image was ranked =5.   

Hippocampal Neural Recording, Modeling and Stimulation 

Neuronal recording procedure and submission of the recordings to USC for 

modeling were as reported previously (R.E. Hampson et al., 2018).  Two variations of the 

nonlinear multi-input, multi-output MIMO model were generated: (1) A sparse dynamic 

model with continuous prediction of CA1 outputs from CA3 inputs (Song et al., 2009; 

Song et al., 2018), and (2) a memory decoding model (MDM), in which the MIMO model 
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firing predictions were regressed to firing correlated to categories specific image content 

(Song, Hampson, et al., 2016; Song et al., 2017). Irrespective of the model used, DMS-DR 

testing remained the same, and results were not segregated into image categories or content 

except as follows: an upcoming publication (Roeder et al., 2021a) shows that one category 

was incorrectly designed, and the MDM stimulation always resulted in reduced 

performance on trials in which the category appeared.  This category was omitted from 

future analysis for the purpose of this report only.   

Neuronal stimulation was controlled by a Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA) script 

preprogrammed to emulate the MIMO and MDM models.  Model-derived stimulation was 

applied to approximately two-third of all DMS trials, equally balanced between “positive” 

and “negative” stimulation trials.  Note that no stimulation was delivered during DR trials.  

All stimulation consisted of a 4 s multi-channel, spatio-temporally asynchronous pulse 

train commencing with Sample presentation.  Positive stimulation-trains were derived from 

either the continuous MIMO model, or the discrete MDM model corresponding to the 

category of the Sample image.  Negative stimulation-trains consisted of either a random 

spatial-temporal pattern (counterbalancing the MIMO model), or were derived from the 

discrete MDM model for a different category from the Sample image.  The remaining one-

third of DMS trials received no stimulation.  

An additional type of stimulation test session was “Memory Code Transfer.” In the 

tests described above, the MIMO and MDM models were computed from a DMS recording 

on the second day after electrode implantation.  Models were computed over a 72-hour 

period following the recording session, which corresponded with the minimum time 

necessary for clinical localization of epileptic seizures.  All stimulation testing was 
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withheld until seizure collection was complete and any changes to anti-seizure medications 

were restored to pre-study baselines.  After the patients were tested with one or both the 

MIMO and MDM models, a subset were tested with a model derived from other patients.  

All MCT patients with prior MDM testing in this report were tested with an MCT model 

derived from the MDM from a different subject, in this case, patient Keck6, selected due 

to the number of neurons recorded and the highest un-stimulated performance in the DMS-

DR task (90% correct); MCT patients with prior MIMO testing were tested with an MCT 

model derived from the MIMO mode from patients WAKE30-WAKE36 (Roeder et al., 

2021b).   

Brain injury and memory impairment 

Given that all subjects were epilepsy patients, it was expected that nearly all would 

show some form of memory impairment or brain injury.  Medical records for all patients 

were examined to determine whether a prior history of brain injury was reported, or 

whether pre-surgical neuropsychological assessment revealed memory impairment.  For 

the purposes of this study, a classification of traumatic brain injury (TBI) was reserved for 

patients whose epilepsy diagnosis commenced with a report of a serious fall, a severe head 

impact or motor vehicle accident.  A classification of repeated and/or mild-to moderate 

brain injury (RMBI) was applied to patients with a history of head-impact through sports, 

falls or whose MRI showed evidence of prior impact trauma.  Control subjects were those 

whose medical history ruled out TBI or RMBI.  Furthermore, subjects were rated as either 

Normal Memory if neuropsych testing and physician/operator observation observed no 

performance deficit in standardized memory assessments.  Patients with a diagnosis of 

mild-to-moderate memory, irrespective of spatial, verbal, or lateralization, were rated as 
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Impaired Memory.  No patients in this study received a diagnosis of greater than moderate 

memory impairment.   
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CHAPTER FIVE:  DISCUSSION 

EFFICACY OF FIXED PATTERN STIMULATION 

Category based content specific code stimulation has been shown to significantly 

alter memory performance in a delayed recall task nearly 20% of the time in the 

experiments described in this thesis.  This change in memory performance occurred both 

when codes used for stimulation were derived from a patient’s own neural recordings, or 

from neural recordings of one or more donor patients.  The variation in whether stimulation 

facilitated or inhibited memory speaks not to whether this stimulation method is an 

effective method to modulate memory performance, but to the accuracy of stimulation code 

derivation and selection.   

As a stimulation method, both MDM and MDMXFR stimulation have been shown 

to be effective in modulating memory.  This indicates that fixed spatio-temporal pattern 

stimulation is effective, as long as the patterns mimic natural neural activity.  This 

requirement is supported by both the lack of significant change seen due to random 

stimulation in Hampson et al (2018) and decreases in memory performance due to DBS 

style stimulation of the hippocampus by Jacobs et al (2016).  These limits do not negatively 

reflect on the stimulation method, but are requirements for any model used to generate 

stimulation patterns for use in this method, similar to how specific frequencies are needed 

for DBS stimulation for Parkinson’s Disease. 

EFFICACY OF MDM AND MDMDXFR MODELS 

While stimulation with both MDM and MDMXFR models was of great 

effectiveness in altering memory performance overall it was less effective at improving 
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memory performance due to a mix in outcomes.  When stimulating with the category 

stimulation pattern that matched the image category the alteration of memory performance 

had a greater proportion of increasing performance than results from stimulating with 

category patterns that did not match the category of the image for MDM stimulation, but 

the reverse was the case for MDMXFR stimulation.  This suggests that the primary problem 

with the category patterns derived via that MDM models is a lack of specificity for the 

category that a pattern is intended for.  The images used to construct the images sets that 

category patterns are derived from are composed of natural content (flowers, grass, sky, 

etc) with the potential for brightly colored foreground and/or background objects.  The 

common content across images most likely contribute to the lack of specificity of derived 

patterns.  A review of images facilitated by non-match stimulation shows high ratings for 

green for example, suggesting that color may play a role in the lack of specificity.  

MDMXFR stimulation faces this challenge in addition to the challenge of determining how 

best to select donor patterns for a recipient.   

A potential limitation of the MDMXFR model is that all patients, both recipients 

of MDMXFR stimulation, and sources of neural recordings used as input for MDMXFR 

models, were native English speakers born in the United States.  Culture has found to be a 

major influencer when it comes to both focus and visual search patterns.  Masuda et al 

(2008) found that East Asian culture had a greater focus on context in art, while Western 

culture had a greater focus on the object in art.  Cramer et al (2016) found that East Asians 

and Westerners had differences in visual search patterns, but that East Asian immigrants 

to Canada for over 3 years showed search patterns that were comparable to Westerners.  It 

is therefore conceivable that the ability to be a donor or recipient for MDMXFR models 
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could be affected by the shared cultural exposure of individuals.  Further, images were 

grouped into categories based on responses in English.  It is possible that if the image 

survey was rerun in another language that the resultant grouping of images may very due 

to translation of some concepts between languages not being a perfect one to one 

correspondence.  These concerns simply compound the need for creation of better image 

sets that are used as input to the MDM and MDMXFR models.   

FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

As suggested by the even mix of results for the building and vehicle category with 

MDM Match Stim, a group of images is not necessarily a coherent category, or matches 

the category description given to it from the image survey.  Further, while all images within 

a category might accurately be described by that category description, the strength of 

association with individual images and the category description can vary greatly.  While 

birds are animals many people are more likely to associate the word animal with land 

dwelling animals due to the easily observable differences in anatomy between birds and 

land-dwelling animals.  These issues combined suggest that investigating neural codes and 

stimulation patterns that are associated with more discrete concepts that are less open to 

ambiguity may offer insight into increasing specificity of the MDM for creating desired 

stimulation patterns.  Directions, such as left/right/up/down, as well as primary and 

secondary colors offer the possibility for unambiguous targets for recording, and decoding.   

The amount of influence that cross category stimulation had on memory 

performance was greater than initially expected.  An initial review of images that were 

found to be facilitated by cross category stimulation found that these images often had a 

high ranking for containing the color green.  Not just these, but all images, including those 
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used as the training set from which neural recordings were made for model generation, are 

primarily composed or contain natural content, such as flower, grass, etc, it is suspected 

that the color content of these images helps contribute to the cross-category stimulation 

results that were seen.  The initial review was done before the analysis of the relative stim 

effectiveness for memory impairment and TBI categories.  An analysis of the cross 

category results that both does and does not take into account memory impairment and TBI 

categories is planned to determine if color plays the suspected role in the results, and if so 

whether individual colors are affected to different degrees by either memory impairment 

or TBI status.   

The question remains as to whether MDM stimulation is writing a memory code, 

or reinforcing existing codes.  Results in this thesis do not offer a strong indication in either 

direction as to which is occurring.  Research currently underway using a modified DMS 

task where a subset of trials have the sample image replaced with a solid grey “ambiguous 

sample” and are stimulated with a category code have been started using both codes derived 

from an MDM and MDMXFR model.  Preliminary results suggest that stimulation is 

writing a code.  If a code is being written, then this too may contribute to the amount 

influence on memory performance seen with cross category stimulation.  Combining the 

initial results of “ambiguous sample” experiment with the greater frequency of decreased 

memory performance when stimulation with a non-match pattern than when with a match 

pattern reinforces the idea that stimulation is in fact writing in a pattern that is mimicking 

a neural code as opposed to reinforcing existing codes.   

The success of MDMXFR stimulation to modify memory performance indicates 

that fixed pattern spatio-temporal patterns are transferable between individuals.  The 
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experiment leading to these results was inspired by the transfer of stimulation codes that 

were generated via a MIMO model from a donor rat to a recipient rat.  This indicates that 

it may be possible to bring things full circle and attempt to transfer a MIMO model from 

one patient to another, allowing for real time generation of spatio-temporal patterns.  The 

potential to transfer not just individual patterns, but a pattern generating model increases 

the potential for neural prosthetics to be of immediate use to recipients and not require 

lengthy training periods.   

CONCLUSION 

Stimulation with fixed spatio-temporal patterns has been shown to be effective in 

modulating memory performance.  A history of TBI and memory impairment have been 

shown not to interfere with the effectiveness of stimulation, but instead indicate greater 

potential for memory performance to be rescued via stimulation.  The MDM stimulation 

model showed nearly 2 to 1 effectiveness in increasing as opposed to decreasing memory 

performance due to stimulation.  Combined with the mixed performance with NonMatch 

Stim, this suggest that MDM stimulation while effective requires improvement in pattern 

creation, which may be due primarily to construction of image sets used as inputs for 

category patient creation as opposed to problems with the model itself.  MDMXFR 

stimulation likely shows the same issue as the MDM model, but also the complication for 

selecting the appropriate model to donate to the recipient.  Both MDM and MDMXFR 

based stimulation shows great promise for use in a neural prosthetic once stimulation 

pattern creation and selection is refined.   
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